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CTRQ 2017

Forward

The Tenth International Conference on Communication Theory, Reliability, and Quality of
Service (CTRQ 2017), held between April 23-27, 2017 in Venice, Italy, continued a series of
events focusing on the achievements on communication theory with respect to reliability and
quality of service. The conference also brought onto the stage the most recent results in theory
and practice on improving network and system reliability, as well as new mechanisms related to
quality of service tuned to user profiles.

The processing and transmission speed and increasing memory capacity might be a
satisfactory solution on the resources needed to deliver ubiquitous services, under guaranteed
reliability and satisfying the desired quality of service. Successful deployment of communication
mechanisms guarantees a decent network stability and offers a reasonable control on the
quality of service expected by the end users. Recent advances on communication speed, hybrid
wired/wireless, network resiliency, delay-tolerant networks and protocols, signal processing
and so forth asked for revisiting some aspects of the fundamentals in communication theory.
Mainly network and system reliability and quality of service are those that affect the
maintenance procedures, on the one hand, and the user satisfaction on service delivery, on the
other hand. Reliability assurance and guaranteed quality of services require particular
mechanisms that deal with dynamics of system and network changes, as well as with changes in
user profiles. The advent of content distribution, IPTV, video-on-demand and other similar
services accelerate the demand for reliability and quality of service.

The conference had the following tracks:

 Quality and Reliability

 IONCOMM: Identity Oriented Networks-based Infrastructure and Communications

 Internet of Things - Recent Trends, Technologies and Techniques

 Reliability and Maintenance

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the CTRQ 2017 technical
program committee, as well as all the reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the
authors that dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to CTRQ 2017. We truly
believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality
contributions.

We also gratefully thank the members of the CTRQ 2017 organizing committee for their
help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a success.

We hope that CTRQ 2017 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas
and results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the area of
communication theory, reliability and quality of service. We also hope that Venice, Italy
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provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some time to
enjoy the unique charm of the city.
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Abstract—Multilayer multistage interconnection networks 

have introduced multiple parallel layers for enhancing 

performance metrics over traditional multistage 

interconnection networks. In this work, we propose an 

innovative multilayer multistage interconnection network 

fabric, which improves the switch efficiency by allowing 

multiple internal paths. The proposed fabric has demonstrated 

improved performance metrics compared to other existing 

fabrics and acceptable reliability in terms of fault tolerance. 

This type of fabric can considerably enhance the connection 

points of a modern network and improve its data flow. The 

configuration of the network allows for a conflict drop 

resolution mechanism or a classic backpressure blocking 

mechanism. This novel fabric can also handle multicast traffic, 

hotspot traffic or a combination of them. 

Keywords- Reliability; Multilayer Multistage Interconnection 

Networks; Quantitative Analysis; Multistage Architecture; 

Performance Evaluation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Multilayer Multistage Interconnection Networks 
(MLMINs) are devices that improve performance metrics 
when transferring data. The use of MLMINs avoids the 
necessity for the crossbar type of interconnection device, 
which is expensive to construct. However, although this 
shared-bus type of switching device is of low cost, it has low 
performance and therefore there is a need for interconnection 
devices, which strike a balance between efficient 
performance, reliability and reasonable cost. MLMINs were 
proposed by Tutsch and Hommel [1], after it was found in 
various studies that more switching power was needed in the 
last stages of a multistage interconnection network (MIN) 
than in the first stages [1]-[5].  

The performance of MLMINs has been studied 
thoroughly by Garofalakis et al. [3] [6].  

A typical MLMIN consists of an NN   MIN and 

NL klog stages and kk   or nk   switching elements 

(SEs), where k  and n  are the number of inlets/outlets of the 

SEs.  
A typical MLMIN has two seriatim segments: the single-

layer segment followed by the multilayer segment.  

In the first segment, each stage consists of  )/( kN  SEs 

of size kk  , while the last stage consists of SEs with 

size nk  , where kn  .  

In the second stage, however, the multilayer segment 
consists of kk   SEs in parallel rows. If the single layer 

segment has S stages, the second part has  SL   stages. 

The size of S is a matter of engineering choice, and depends 
on the degree of reduction to be implemented in the last 
stages of construction.  

fan-out

 2,2,1  LFS GGLG

 3,2,2  LFS GGLG 3,3,1  LFS GGLG

Multi-Layer MIN

Inputs Outputs

Single layer segment Multi layer segment

Figure 1. Schematic view of several MLMINs and corresponding 
definitions 

In addition to the above, in order to accurately determine 
the structure of a MLMIN, three further parameters are 
required [3].  

The first parameter is called the “Start replication factor” 

( SG ), and denotes the stage number at which the replication 

of layers starts. The second parameter is known as the 

“Growth factor” ( FG ), and denotes the number of layers 

that can be developed at one stage by each SE. Finally, the 

third parameter is the “Layer limit factor” ( LG ), and this 

denotes the maximum number of layer replications. 
Structures which can be described by the above three 
parameters are known as semi-layer MINs [6].  

Figure 1 illustrates several MLMINs and gives the three 
factors that describe them. Of all the possible types of 
multilayer MINs, semi-layer MINs are the most suitable for 
use in the information technology industry due to the 
simplicity of their construction compared to other multilevel 
devices.  

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2017.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-550-0
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In addition to their performance characteristics, their fault 
tolerance or reliability is of interest to the scientific 
community, since the requirements of modern applications 
involve a constant demand for improved solutions [7, 9-10, 
12-13]. 

In this work, in order to improve the behaviour of 

MLMINs even further, the number of possible paths between 

each pair (input-output) is multiplied. In this architecture, in 

cases of internal blocking, the system has the ability to send 

the packet via another, 'parallel', alternative route. This 

operation reduces the stacking of packets in internal buffers, 

increasing forwarding speed.  

A series of multiplexers (MUXs) at the beginning of the 

fabric is introduced to implement this concept. This 

mechanism can dissipate the packets using multiple paths. 

The diffusion of packets increases (since more parallel paths 

are used) as the blocking phenomenon develops.  

This forms the basic concept underlying the current 

work. To implement this idea, a new architecture is 

introduced which significantly raises both performance 

metrics and the reliability factor to acceptable values. 

Moreover, this system provides the ability to handle special 

load cases such as hotspot or multicast traffic.  

Hence, the novel contribution of this work can be briefly 

summarized as:  

 A new, productive and therefore promising MLMIN 

architecture is introduced with finite buffers, multiple 

internal routes and MUXs.  

 A simple but detailed study of the proposed fabrics is 

carried out, showing that these fabrics have many 

benefits; the results from the proposed fabric in terms 

of metrics, the reliability factor and packet latency are 

encouraging. 

 A comparative study of other similar modern 

architectures indicates that the new fabric 

outperforms these in permutation capability and has 

an acceptable level of reliability.  
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In 

Section II, the proposed MLMIN fabric is introduced and 

several details of its operation (e.g., internal paths and 

routing) are presented. In Section III, the basic definitions 

are given and the necessary analysis carried out. In Section 

IV, the reliability and performance capability are analysed, 

and several numerical outcomes are described for the 

implemented MLMINs in terms of network size. Finally, in 

Section V, the conclusions and anticipated future work are 

presented.  

II. THE PROPOSED FABRIC 

A. Proposed fabric: Semi-layer MIN with internal path 

redundancy 

To establish internal paths and to disperse the load 

uniformly, a preamble block composed of MUXs is located 

in front of the MIN. Thus, the proposed MIN consists of 

three segments in sequence, as presented below (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 2: Fabric with internal path redundancy consisting of three blocks 

 

1) Preamble of the MIN segment: In the preamble block, 

a column of 1m  MUXs are used to connect the inputs of 

the first stage of the MIN. Thus, a NN  network needs  

 2/3N multiplexers at the input stage (See Figure 3). This 

part is introduced because we want to have the possibility to 

make diffusion packages to alternative paths, when the first 

of them are busy.The main body of the MLMIN follows the 

preamble segment.  

2) First segment of the MIN (single-layered segment): 

The first segment of the MIN contains only a single layer, 

which employs multiple internal paths (see Figure 3). 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Detail of the connection between the preamble and single-layer 

segments, shown here for a network of diameter 3 

 

A network with size NN   has  SN 2log  stages with 

 4/3 N switches per stage, where S is the stage number of 

the single-layer segment. This part consists of 22  

switches, except for the final stage, which employs m22  

switches, where ...,2,1m  depends on the fan-out 

configuration to which they are connected (Figure 4). 
3) Second segment of the MIN (multilayered segment or 

fan-out): The multilayered segment or fan-out is 

accommodated in the second segment (Fig. 4). In the case of 

a double layer (one stage multiplied) the fan-out has a 

quantity   NN 2/2  of 22 switches, while the triple-

layered (one stage multiplied) network is composed of  

 2/3N 22 switches. 

2Copyright (c) IARIA, 2017.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-550-0
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The number of SEs in a NN   network with one final stage 

multiplied can be calculated as  

  NN
N








 
1log

4

3
2  , for a double-layered network, 

  NN
N








 

2

3
1log

4

3
2 , for the corresponding fabric 

with a triple-layered network and so on. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Detail of the connection between single layer and fan-out, shown 

here for a network of diameter 3 

 

For simplicity, the proposed device is referred to here as 

SemiL (Semi-Layer MIN with multiple internal paths). 

 

B. Multiple paths between two points 

Fig. 5 shows all the possible routes between two points of 

the MIN (inlet: 000; outlet: 000), e.g., in a fabric with eight 

inputs and equal outputs. All alternative paths have the same 

length, which means that while the network is operating in 

real time, many equivalent actions for bypassing blocks are 

generated when faults arise in the system.  

In standard NN  MLMINs, there are 
N2log

2  distinct 

routes from one input point to all outputs, and thus a total of 

possible routes of 
N

N 2log
2 distinct paths. However, the 

equivalent novel MLMIN fabric, which contains internal 

redundancy paths, provides
N

N
N

2log
2

4

3



 distinct paths. 

Hence, for example, a classic MLMIN with 8N  provides 

64 distinct paths, while the equivalent novel MLMIN fabric 

provides six times more (6x64) distinct paths.  

C. Marking paths 

Marking paths and establishing a hierarchy among the 

different paths aids in the implementation of an automatic 

routing mechanism. Taking an arbitrary input-output pair, 

then according to Fig. 5, packets can be routed from an input 

(e.g., 000) via three different SEs (SE01, SE21 and SE41). 

These links can be considered as the first link (FL) of the 

path.  

 

000 SE01

SE21

SE41

SE02

SE22

SE42

MSM0 000

1-path: 000 →SE01 →SE02 →MSM0 → 000

2-path: 000 →SE01 →SE22 →MSM0 → 000

3-path: 000 →SE21 →SE02 →MSM0 → 000

4-path: 000 →SE21 →SE42 →MSM0 → 000

5-path: 000 →SE41 →SE22 →MSM0 → 000

6-path: 000 →SE41 →SE42 →MSM0 → 000

Input: Output:

Six different internal routes between a pair input-output.

FL1

FL2

FL3

ML1

AL1

Figure 5: Example of multiple paths for an input-output pair (000, 000) 

shown here for a network of diameter 3 

 
Thus, FL1, FL2 and FL3 links are marked. Each request 

at Stage 1 has to choose one of these three links. 

Subsequently, from Stage 1 to the next stage, each request 

has two available links to choose from. The first is marked as 

the main link (ML), while the other can be marked as the 

auxiliary link (AL).  

The same pattern of marking of links is continued for all 

the following stages of the single-layer segment. As the 

number of stages is increased, the number of distinct paths is 

multiplied. Thus, we have links marked MLn and ALn where 

n ϵ[1, +∞].  

As a whole, this approach leads to distinct routes which 

constitute a hierarchy at every stage. Fig. 5 shows all the 

possible paths between an arbitrary input-output pair. In 

addition, it depicts the intermediate nodes (e.g., switches) 

that are involved in a specific input-output pair.   

D. Routing technique and blocking mechanism 

The clocking of the internal fabric guides the whole 

routing operation. The packets are forwarded synchronously 

at every stage in a parallel manner. 

In MINs, routing and forwarding decisions are made 

independently for each packet by computation for each 

outgoing link. When a packet enters the fabric, it receives the 

‘routing address’ (RA). The RA has as many bits as the 

number of stages in the MIN. The bits of the RA guide the 

packet-forwarding through the MIN, from SE to SE. 

The RA is used by a packet in order to reach its unicast 

destination (including in the case of hotspot traffic). 

Moreover, in the case of multicast distribution, beyond the 

RA, a ‘multicast tree number address’ (MTNA) is assigned 

to each packet. Both types of address have as many bits as 

the number of stages in the MIN. The multicast address 

3Copyright (c) IARIA, 2017.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-550-0
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indicates at which stage a packet has to act as a multicast 

operation (generating a copy packet), thus creating the so-

called ‘multicast tree’ if this mechanism is implemented in 

the fabric. 

The multistage construction described above can work 

either with backpressure or with a drop resolution 

mechanism. For simplicity, the accommodation of the 

backpressure technique in the system is considered here. 

This backpressure mechanism is appropriate in a network 

where systems employ non-deterministic protocols such as 

the UDP protocol; however, the back-pressing operation is 

completely unsuitable for deterministic protocols, such as the 

TCP protocol. Nowadays, although the backpressure 

mechanism is considered responsible for phenomena such as 

packet looping, large packet delays, and scalability, it 

continues to be implemented due to a lack of credible 

alternatives.  

For the selection of an internal path which is not 

overburdened, the concept of backpressure weight per link 

may be introduced at the start of the device and constantly 

calculated for each input-output pair. A backpressure weight 

is an operation (function) based on local queue conditions, 

and gives information about the link state.   

In contrast, the drop resolution mechanism, also known 

as the relaxing blocking mechanism, may be used when the 

switching element suffers from blocking; it sends back a 

request releasing a signal to the sender along a specific 

established route. In this case, this path is discarded at the 

end of the time cycle. The blocked request, now lost, repeats 

the same process (starting again from the beginning) until a 

new path is established. 

III. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND ESSENTIAL ANALYSIS OF 

THE FABRIC 

 Probability of packet arrivals )(  represents the 

offered load at an input; in our experiment, the 
probability of packet arrivals is ranked from 0.1 to 
1.0, with steps equal to 0.1. This probability can be 

expressed as Norm .  

The arrival process for packets at the output queues 

of the first stage of the network is given by a 

binomial distribution )/,( ccbin  , where   is the 

fixed probability of a packet being generated by a 

processor at each cycle.  

 The arrival process of packets at the output queues 

of Stage )(i (for 2i  to 1 Si of the network, 

where S is the number of stages in the single-layer 
segment) is approximated by a binomial distribution 

)/,( )1( cucbin i
, where )1( iu  is the utilization of a  

queue (buffer) of Stage )1( i , which we assume 

plays the role of the fixed probability of packets 
generated by processors at each cycle, feeding Stage 

)(i . A similar forward technique is applied at the 

fan-out. 

 Buffer size )(b  represents the maximum number of 

packets that can be held by an input buffer of an SE.  

 Reliability ( r ) of a component represents the 
probability of a switch component being operational.  
Each switch component has its own reliability. The 

reliability symbol can be denoted by ntyper , where 

type signifies the switch type and n  depicts the 
number of gates of the switch. Thus, for example, 

MUXnr  and DEMUXnr  signify the reliability of the 

nx1 multiplexer and the 1xn de-multiplexer 

respectively, and 22xSEr , 42xSEr  and 62xSEr  

represent the reliabilities of 22xSE , 42xSE and 

62xSE  correspondingly. 

 Average throughput ( avgT ) signifies the average 

number of packets accepted by all destinations per 
network cycle. Because the last stage of a single 
layer is never blocked, the average throughput can 

be expressed as )(s
avg uT  , where u is the average 

utilization of the S stages. 

Moreover, NormT  is the normalized throughput 

appearing at the end of the fabric. 

 Normalized packet latency ( NormD ), of a MIN with 

L stages is defined as the ratio of average latency 

( avgD ) to the minimum packet delay. As minimum 

packet delay we consider the minimum number of 
time slots needed by a packet to be transmitted to its 
destination, i.e. when packets don’t face any 
blocking during their routes. For L -stage MINs the 
minimum delay is equal to ( L ) time slots. Thus 

LDD avgNorm /  

 The normalized packet loss probability )(Normloss  

of typical MLMINs (with S  stages in a single layer 

segment), with or without multiple internal routes 
that apply the backpressure blocking mechanism at 
the inputs of the MINs before they enter the fabrics, 
can be expressed as 

 NormNormNormlossNormloss T 
)0(

)()(  (1)  

where Norm  depicts the normalized packet 

arrivals at the beginning of the fabric. This can also 

be written 

 0
1

1

)(

)( 




S

i

i

Normloss  (2) 

where
)(

)(
i

Normloss
 depicts the probability of packet 

loss in a queue at the 
thi intermediate stage of a 

MIN.  

 Reliability analysis: the reliability of a fabric is the 
ability to overcome all unexpected circumstances. 
Here, the point-to-point reliability (p-t-p reliability), 
also known as terminal reliability, is used. With p-t-

4Copyright (c) IARIA, 2017.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-550-0
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p reliability, the probability of at least one fault-free 
path existing between an input-output pair is 
considered. The reliability between an arbitrary 
given pair (inlet-outlet) is dependent on all the 
switch elements involved, insofar as the failure of 
each element implies the failure of the current 
routing action [11]-[13]. Supposing there is a 
switching subsystem with a series of n  switch 

components, each with a reliability of ir ; then, the 

reliability of this subsystem can be calculated as  

 



n

i

iSeriesinSwitchesn rR
1

 (3) 

On the other hand, for a subsystem with n  parallel 

switch components, at least one of these must be 

active in order for this subsystem to operate 

successfully. In this case, the reliability of the 

subsystem is calculated as 

 



n

i
iSwitchesParalleln rR

1

)1(1  (4) 

IV. RELIABILITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

A. Reliability of the proposed fabric 

For reliability analysis of the novel fabric, p-t-p reliability 

is used. As discussed above, in p-t-p reliability the 

probability of at least one fault-free path existing between an 

input-output pair is considered [See Figure 6]. The total p-t-p 

reliability  fabricR  of an arbitrary input-output pair can be 

expressed by Equation (5) 

 MLMINSLMINpreamblefabric RRRR   (5) 

Given the probability of a multiplexer and a SE being in 

normal operation (i.e., MUXr  and SEr  respectively are 

known), then the total reliability of the fabric, fabricR ,  can 

be calculated as 
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 (6) 

,where S is the length of a single-layer segment and LG is 

the maximum number of layer replications. The values in 

Equation (6) are higher than the corresponding values of the 

conventional equivalents such as banyan- or delta-type MINs 

with the same network size  N

MIN rR 2log
 .  

The p-t-p reliability for a route within this novel fabric 

(2SemiL and 3SemiL cases with two and three layers 

respectively) can be illustrated as in Figure 7.  

For a given probability of a multiplexer and a SE being in 

normal operation ( MUXr  and SEr  respectively) the fabricR  

of a SemiL network with fan-out in the final stage can be 

expressed as  

   LGxSExnSE
N

xSEMUXSemiL rrrrR 222
)2(log

22 11 
  (7) 

,where LG depicts the maximum number of layer 

replications, LG has values of 2 and 3 for 2SemiL and 

3SemiL networks respectively, and n  in SExnr is equal to 4 

and 6 respectively.  

The p-t-p reliability has been given in earlier studies in 

the literature for various types of MIN architectures (e.g., 

Pars, Augmented Shuffle Exchange Network (ASEN) and 

Augmented Baseline Network (ABN) [12] [14][15].  

For Pars networks, the reliability is given in [8] as 

follows 

 

  222
)2(log

22
112

DEMUXXSE
N
xSEMUXPars rrrrR 

  (8) 

 
Figure 7 shows the total input-output reliability versus 

the reliability (r) of each component for the novel fabric 

(SemiL networks) with 3LG .   

With adjacent groups of bars corresponding to various 

values of a component’s reliability r, the graph shows a  

gradual increase in the total p-t-p reliability for networks 

with numbers of inlets/outlets N  gradually increasing 

(where 
kN 2 , 8,...,3k ). 
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Figure 6: Typical point-to-point paths in 2 and 3SemiL networks 

For low values of component factor r (e.g., r=0.9) it can 

clearly be seen that the total p-t-p reliability for networks 

with high network diameter (e.g., size N=256) is greatly 

reduced.  

When the factor r tends to 1, all the fabrics, regardless of 

network diameter (size), tend to have the maximum p-t-p 

reliability of value 1. 
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Figure 7: Total path reliability versus reliability of components (r) for 

various network diameters 

Fig. 8 shows the total input-output reliability for various 

types of MIN. With adjacent groups of bars corresponding to 

given values of the component reliability (r), the two left-

hand bars of each group represent the total p-t-p reliability of 

MLMINs (SeLMINs) that do not use internal paths and have 

replication factors of 3 and 2 respectively. 

The two right-hand bars of each group depict the total p-

t-p reliability of MLMINs (SemiLs) that include internal 

paths and have replication factors of 3 and 2 respectively. 

The central bar represents the p-t-p reliability of a Pars 

network.  

 
Figure 8: Total path reliability for various types of MIN versus reliability 

of components (r) 

It can be seen that the novel fabric is not the most 

effective in terms of p-t-p reliability. Fortunately, this 

weakness is improved if the selected components have a 

reliability tending to a value of 1. 

B. Performance capability 

In most cases, the performance of MINs is estimated 

using analytical approaches [2]; in the remaining cases, 

simulation is used [4]-[6]. In this study, network 

performance was calculated using simulation. For this 

simulation, a special-purpose simulator was developed to 

evaluate the overall network performance of the MLMINs 

with internal path redundancy as well as without redundancy 

paths. This tool was developed in C++, and is capable of 

operating under various configuration scenarios and handling 

uniform traffic. It operates with various input parameters 

such as buffer size, number of inlets/outlets, offered load, 

number of stages, and number of layers in the last segment of 

the fabric. Each SE was modelled using an array of non-

shared buffer pairs of queues. Each queue operates on a 

FIFO (first input, first output) principle and each buffer is 

considered to be empty initially. In the same way, the 

simulation was carried out for single-layer MINs, and the 

results were used for comparison with the corresponding 

fabrics with redundant paths.  

All simulation experiments were performed at packet 

level, assuming fixed-size packets transmitted in fixed-size 

timeslots, where the timeslot cycle is defined as the time 

required by a packet to be transferred from one stage to the 

next. All packet contentions, which occur when two packets 

claim the same next point, are resolved randomly.  

Figure 9 represents the increments of normalized packet 

latency of various MLMIN constructions with a network size 

of 8 (that is, a network diameter of value 3) and various 

values of uniform type offered load (varying from 10–

100%). 

The two upper solid curves depict the normalized latency 

of a single-layer MIN (SiLMIN) with buffer sizes of 2 and 3 

respectively. The dotted curves represent the same quantity 

for semi-layer MINs (SeLMINs) without internal path 

redundancy, with buffer sizes of 2 and 3 respectively and a 

replication factor of 3. 

 
Figure 9: Normalized packet latency versus scalable offered load for 

various MIN architectures with a network diameter of 3 

Finally, the lowest solid curve depicts the packet latency 

of the novel fabric (with internal paths redundancy, also 

referred to here as SemiL) with buffer size equal to 1 and 

replication factor of 3. 

This diagram demonstrates that when the offered load 

exceeds a value of 70%, the novel fabric presents the 
smallest packet latency in comparison with other devices 

which are equivalent in terms of network size. This 

improvement in latency can be explained as follows. When a 

heavy load is required to be transferred, this leads to a large 
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number of blocks (and particularly in the last stages). As a 

consequence, this leads the fabric to use a greater number of 

alternative routes, thus relieving the blocking phenomenon. 

The conclusion which can clearly be drawn from this plot is 

that the novel fabric is the most efficient choice in terms of 

packet delay, in comparison with other similar architectures 

that do not include internal paths.  

V. CONCLUSION 

An innovative MLMIN is presented in this paper. The 

proposed fabric is composed of a preamble containing 

MUXs, a single-layer MIN with internal path redundancy 

implementation, and a fan-out in the final segment. This 

structure is composed of 22  and m22 switches, 

depending on the replication factor. Multiple paths for each 

input-output pair are provided by the fabric. This allows 

network connections to handle the traffic more efficiently. 

The current preliminary but careful study indicates that the 

proposed MLMIN architecture outperforms conventional 

MLMINs in terms of performance metrics and offers 

acceptable values of reliability and fault tolerance.  

This work has many possibilities for extension. For 

example, this system requires study under conditions of 

hotspot traffic or a multicast service, and should also be 

evaluated in terms of performance metrics, priorities and cost 

metrics when operating with a backpressure or relaxing 

mechanism.  
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Abstract—Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs) are a special
kind of Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANETs), which can provide
scalable solutions for applications such as traffic safety, internet
access, etc. To properly achieve this goal, these applications
need an efficient routing protocol. Yet, contrary to the routing
protocols designed for the MANETs, the routing protocols for
the VANETs must take into account the highly dynamic topology
caused by the fast mobility of the vehicles. Hence, improving
the MANET routing protocol or designing a new one specific
for the VANETs are the usual approaches to efficiently perform
the routing protocol in a vehicular environment. In this context,
we previously enhanced the Destination-Sequenced Distance-
Vector Routing protocol(DSDV) based on the Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and the Multi-Agent System (MAS). This
motivation for the PSO and MAS comes from the behaviors seen
in very complicated problems, in particular routing. The main
goal of this paper is to carry out a performance evaluation of the
enhanced version in comparison to a well-known routing protocol
which is the Intelligent Based Clustering Algorithm in VANET
(IBCAV). The simulation results show that integrating both the
MAS and the PSO is able to guarantee a certain level of quality
of service in terms of loss packet, throughput and overhead.

Keywords–VANET; MAS; PSO; Routing; Quality of service;
Routing protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the progresses in wireless mobile networks
have permitted the emergence of a new type of networks,
named Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs). The VANETs
arose from a special form of Mobile Ad hoc NETworks
(MANETs) [1]. This particular kind of networks is developed
as a main component of Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) in order to enhance driving, passengers safety and
comfort [2].

The VANETs are formed by vehicles equipped with On
Board Units (OBU), and a fixed infrastructure called Road Side
Units (RSU). Both units have wireless communication abilities.
In fact, the OBUs can communicate with each other as well
as with the RSUs in an ad hoc way. Principally, as depicted
in Figure 1, there are two types of communications modes in
vehicular networks which are: Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I).

Although the VANETs have a lot of similarities with the
MANETs as their low bandwidth, their short radio trans-
mission range, and their omni-directional broadcast in most
scenarios, they differ from ad hoc networks in numerous ways.
Indeed, the vehicular networks are characterized by the rapid
changes in communications links.

In addition, frequent disconnections between nodes can

Figure 1. Communications mode in vehicular networks.

occur due to low density [3]. Therefore, designing an efficient
protocol for routing in vehicular networks seems to be a key
challenge created by the above properties [4][5]. Moreover,
applying the MANETs routing protocols in vehicular envi-
ronments is inefficient [6], since these approaches do not
take the above-mentioned characteristics into account. Thus,
modifying these methods or proposing new protocols specific
for the VANETs are the usual solutions to efficiently resolve
the routing challenge in the VANETs. Aiming to solve the
routing problem in vehicular networks, we formerly enhanced
in [7][ 8] the DSDV protocol based on the PSO and the MAS.
The improved version is called PSO-C-MADSDV.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The
Section II underlines and describes the challenge in routing for
the VANETs. Besides, it proves the limitation of applying the
MANETs protocols for vehicular scenarios. The Section III
presents some related works that deal with routing in vehic-
ular networks. Also, it sums our proposed PSO-C-MADSDV
routing method. Finally, in Section IV, we present the simu-
lations results obtained regarding packets losses, throughput
and overhead. There is a comparison between the PSO-C-
MADSDV and the IBCAV protocols. At last, the section V
gives conclusions and future works that may arise.

II. ISSUES OF ROUTING IN VANETS

Routing is defined as the task of forwarding a data packet
from a source node to its destination. Sometimes, this process
requires multi-hop forwarding nodes. To this end, finding the
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routes to deliver the packets to their destination is the role and
the responsibility of routing protocols. In general, an efficient
routing protocol is one that is able to forward packets with a
short rate of dropped packets and provide a minimal amount
of the overhead.

Unlike the routing protocols designed for the MANETs, the
routing protocols for the VANETs must principally take into
consideration the highly dynamic topology [9]. Consequently,
applying traditional MANET routing protocols in vehicular
networks is inefficient. Hence, modifying or improving the
MANET protocols is the usual requirement to resolve ex-
peditiously the routing challenge in the VANETs. In fact,
to better understand this challenge brought by the VANETs,
it is necessary first to analyse the specific features of these
networks.

The VANETs are a very dynamic environment since they
are formed with vehicles that join and leave the network all
the time. Even though they have many similarities with the
MANETs, like their short radio transmission range and their
low bandwidth, they possess some particular characteristics
making them different from the ad hoc networks in several
aspects.

Actually, the VANETs are characterized firstly by their
quick changes in network topology. Secondly, the link between
vehicles may be interrupted frequently mainly because of the
low density of vehicles. Finally, out of the networking aspects,
the different applications that are expected to run over the
VANET make it a unique environment. Also, they pose inter-
esting questions related to the protocol design. Consequently,
in the literature there are different ways to address the routing
challenges in the VANETs.

III. RELATED WORK
Recently, numerous studies reported in the literature have

dealt with routing in the VANETs. As discussed above, the
specific characteristics make routing a big challenge that
requires to be solved in the vehicular environments. Indeed,
the MANETs protocols have proved that their performance is
poor in the VANETs [10][11].

The key problem with these routing methods ( (Ad hoc
On-demand Distance Vector (AODV)[12], Dynamic Source
Routing(DSR)[13], etc.) in VANETs scenarios is the route
instability. In fact, due to the high mobility of vehicles, the
paths that have been established as fixed succession nodes,
can be interrupted frequently. As a result, this interruption
increases overhead, minimizes the rate of delivery ratios, and
growths as well the delays of transmission data.

As illustrated in Figure 2, when the vehicle V1 moves out
of the transmission range of the source node, the path (Vs, V1,
Vd) created at time t will be broken at the instant t+Dt. To
solve this problem, an alternative solution is given by the ge-
ographical routing protocols (e.g., Greedy Perimeter Stateless
Routing (GPSR)[14]). This category does not establish routes,
but it utilizes the geographical position of the destination node
and its neighbor to deliver data.

Differently from the node-centric routing, the geographical
routing approaches have the advantage that any mobile node
ensuring progress to the given destination can be applied to
forward data.

Thus, in Figure 3, to deliver data to the destination node
Vd, the node V2 can be used instead of the node V1. Even
with a better route stability, the geographical routing methods

Figure 2. Mobility problem in VANETs.

do not perform well in scale scenarios [10][ 15]. In this case,
their main problem is that many times are needed to look for a
next hop (i.e., a node closer to the destination than the current
node).

Accordingly, since in the VANETs the vehicle movements
are more constrained on roads rather than a geographical
region [10], the wrong road routes that do not lead to the des-
tination can be selected. In addition, packets can be transferred
to dead ends providing unnecessary and extra traffic overhead
in the network as well as longer delays for packets.

Instead of routing data on the dotted route, geographical
forwarding delivers data to V1 and V2, following the shortest
geographical route from Vs to Vd on a dead path, as shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Drawback of geographical forwarding approach.

To address this limitation, numerous road-based routing
protocols [10][ 11][ 15][16] have been proposed. These meth-
ods forward packets based on the shortest road path between
the source node and destination. However, [10][ 16] did not
take into account the vehicular traffic flow.

As demonstrated in Figure 3, it is possible that the
paths segments on the shortest roads are empty or have
network fragmentations. To alleviate this issue, other routing
approaches were given in [15][17][18][19]. The purpose of
these projects was to use some historical data concerning
average daily/hourly vehicular traffic flows.

Unfortunately, this data was not an accurate indicator of
the actual road traffic conditions, as events such as road
constructions or traffic redirection were not rare. In order to
solve the routing challenge in the VANETs, other studies were
published [20][ 21][ 22][ 23]. The idea of those related works
was to improve the MANETs protocols to make them suitable
in a vehicular environment. In this context, we focused in
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[7][8] on enhancing the DSDV protocol.
In fact, during the process of designing and deploying

a VANET, various questions must be answered that pertain
to protocol performance and usefulness. For instance, when
designing a routing protocol, a key question is: How can we
integrate the VANETs features (road topology, real-time road
traffic flow, presence of building, etc.) for better performance?
What is the best way to integrate them? All these questions
and many more require knowledge of the topological charac-
teristics of the VANET, which are addressed in [7].

The responses have been given based on a multi-agent
system approach. A MAS is composed of a collection of
autonomous software agents which are capable of completing
desired goals cooperatively. The basic attributes of an agent
that are considered typical are autonomy, learning and coop-
eration [24]. These properties imply that agents are capable
of executing independently from any other control and pos-
sibly asynchronously, discover relevant knowledge from the
environment and other agents that may help in attaining the
desired goals, and work cooperatively and competitively with
other agents. In addition, when performing message routing, a
key question is: Which are the highest-quality vehicles? The
forwarding process would lead to an optimal communication
cost with a minimal number of rebroadcasts so as to reduce
latency and packet loss.

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [25] is a stochastic
optimization technique, inspired by the idea of a flock of birds
moving towards a final goal through cooperation as well as
independent exploration. The underlying phenomenon of PSO
is that knowledge is optimized by social interaction in the
population. The PSO searches for the optimal solutions by
updating the velocity and the position of each particle.

Motivated by the performance of the PSO algorithm, in
[8], our published research work mainly concentrated on
optimizing the routing quality of service. Therefore, we have
made an attempt to enhance the routing performance in terms
of throughput, packet loss and overhead based on the clustering
approach [26]. This technique helps the protocol to minimize
the messages count and to increase the network connectivity.
It also makes the communication more secure and more stable.

Nevertheless, the previous paper did not compare the PSO-
C- MADSDV to any routing protocol specifically designed for
the VANETs to see which manner (modifying the traditional
methods or proposing new protocols) is the most efficient to
deal with the routing issue.

IV. STUDY AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this section, we investigate the routing protocols for

the VANETs. To evaluate the performance of our proposed
approach and to demonstrate the usefulness of the agent
technology, as well as the PSO algorithm, we chose to compare
our method with the Clustering Algorithm in the VANET
(IBCAV) [27].

The IBCAV seeks to enhance the routing performance in
the VANETs by employing inter-layered methods, as well as
the awareness of the network traffic flow. It combines several
factors using a smart method on the basis of an artificial neural
network. The clustering technique was also applied. In fact, the
cluster size, speed and density of vehicles are the metrics taken
to form a cluster. For a header selection, the IBCAV combines
the factors utilizing the Genetic Algorithm (GA)[28].

The selected protocols were evaluated through simulation

using some performance metrics. Hence, in this part, we first
present the used metrics. Second, we analyze the obtained
results.

A. Analyzed Metrics

In a highly mobile environment as the VANETs, character-
ized by frequent topology changes, the major routing problem
is the breaking of links, which can cause packet loss. The
metrics used to assess the performance are the following:

• Rate of dropped packet: It presents the number of the
data packets having failed to reach the destination.

• Throughput: It sums the data packets produced by each
source node, counted by kbit/s.

• Routing overhead: This metric is utilized to measure
the effectiveness of the routing protocol. Indeed, it is
determined as the total number of additional routing
packets per the number of unique data packets received
at destinations. Moreover, this parameter counts the extra
traffic produced by the protocol for successfully transmit-
ted packets.

B. Simulation Results

This section makes an attempt to evaluate the performance
of the PCO-C-MADSDV and the IBCAV over low, medium
and high density with a node mobility speed of 30m/s. The
evaluation is done using the DARS simulator ( Dynamic Ad-
Hoc Routing Simulator)[29]and the JADE framework [30].
The simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.

TABLE I. simulation parameters.

Parameter value
Transmission rate 54Mbps.
Simulation time 50s.
Playground Dimensions 1300m x 700m.
Routing protocols PSO-C-MADSDV and IBCAV.
Transmission range 150m.
Number of nodes 30.
Mobility Model Random Waypoint Model[31]
MAC layer 8012.11p

We first present the obtained results in terms of dropped
packet rate. After that, we analyze the performance of both
routing methods in terms of throughput. Finally, we demon-
strate the impact of nodes density on previous protocols
according to the routing overhead.

• Rate of dropped packet: The graph in Figure 4
demonstrates the obtained results regarding the average of
packet loss ratio. As it can be seen, the number of dropped
packets in both approaches with low density (10 to 20) is
nearly the same and slightly goes up with the increase in
vehicles density. However, in medium and high density
the IBCAV protocol drops much more packets compared
to the PSO-C-MADSDV.
For example, at 30 vehicles, the IBCAV suffers a loss of
8.12%, whereas our approach suffers a loss of 5.2%.
In addition, the best behavior of the PSO-C-MADSDV
is more noticeable when the number of vehicles grows
to reach 50 nodes. In this scenario, the IBCAV protocol
drops about 21% of the delivered packets while the PSO-
C- MADSDV is more efficient and loses 17%.
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Figure 4. Analysis of dropped packet rate.

To sum up, for all scenarios, the PSO-C-MADSDV
outperforms the IBCAV protocol. This is thanks to
the PSO algorithm which converges quickly to the
best and optimal solution. As a consequence, the
probability of producing path breakages decreases. This
increase is also guaranteed by the benefits of the agent
paradigm, more particularly the autonomy that makes it
possible to establish a link despite the topological change.

• Throughput : Figure 5 depicts the correspond-
ing throughput obtained for both IBCAV and PSO-C-
MADSDV protocols. From the plotted results, we can ob-
serve that the PSO-C-MADSDV achieves greater through-
put compared to the IBCAV scheme, especially with high-
density scenarios.

Figure 5. Analysis of throughput.

The main reason for this behavior is that the PSO-C-
MADSDV does not require extra time to look for the
paths. Whereas, for the IBCAV, there is some spent
time in which the protocol does not forward packets.
Consequently, the throughput declines.

• Routing overhead: Considering the obtained results
indicated in Figure 6, we can see that the IBCAV pro-
tocol produces the highest rate of routing traffic into
the network compared to the PSO-C- MADSDV. This
observation is valid for all density levels.

Figure 6. Analysis of overhead.

The reason for this superiority is the cluster technique
used by the PSO-C- MADSDV, which can it more stable
against the link failure compared to the IBCAV. This
makes it more efficient as it avoids sending unnecessary
packets.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Thanks to the advances in wireless technology, it is possible
to form a network using vehicles, called VANET. It is a
particular class of the MANET. Nevertheless, the high dynamic
nature of the vehicular network, caused by the high speed of
vehicles, makes it different from the MANET and various
challenges arise, especially the routing issue. Therefore, to
solve this problem, it is essential to design a new protocol
taking the mobility model into account or to improve the
MANETs routing protocols to suit the VANETs nature.

In this paper, an attempt has been made to provide a
comparative analysis of two routing protocols, which are the
PSO-C-MADSDV and the IBCAV. The first one is an enhanced
version of the traditional MANETs protocol, whereas the
IBCAV is a specific routing scheme designed for the VANET.
The key aim of our comparative study is to identify the way
that has a better performance, taking place in highly mobile
environment of the VANET.

For the simulation results, we can observe that our pro-
posed PSO-C-MADSDV approach outperforms the IBCAV in
terms of throughput, packet drop and routing overhead. Hence,
considering the obtained results, we can conclude that the
designed protocols for routing in the VANETs need to be
improved to adapt well in some real-time scenarios.

As a future plan, we envision to evaluate the PSO-C-
MADSDV in different scenarios (i.e., city, urban, rural, etc.)
to test the impact of varying the communication environment
on its performance.
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Abstract— The resiliency of telecommunication infrastructure 
by US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
region, is presented, based on almost 9,000 telecommunication 
outages over a 14 year period. Executive policy organizations in 
the US have described a resilient infrastructure as one that can 
minimize the magnitude and/or duration of service disruptions. 
To that end an empirical assessment of resiliency is made by 
region using telecommunication outages, each of which has 
duration and magnitude (the number of users affected by the 
outage). Wireline central offices are essential to 
telecommunication infrastructure, as they house local 
switching, transmission, and user access infrastructure for both 
voice and data services, including the Public Switched 
Telephone System (PSTN), the Internet, mobile 
communications, and emergency communication. Central office 
resiliency is studied by proxy, examining local telephone switch 
outages in those offices over 14 years. Regional comparisons are 
first made using classic time-series-of-event reliability 
techniques, allowing reliability trend comparisons. Next, outage 
cause comparisons are made. Then, a resiliency metric is 
presented that allows a fair comparison between regions 
differing in population. Marked differences in resiliency trends 
are apparent in some FEMA regions.  

Keywords- Resiliency; FEMA; telecommunication outage; critical 
infrastructure. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The resilience of telecommunication services and 

capabilities are important to any nation. In the US, the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) states, in reference 
to critical infrastructure of all types, that resilience is 

“….the ability to adapt to changing conditions and 
withstand and rapidly recover from disruption due to 
emergencies.  Whether it is resilience towards acts of 
terrorism, cyber attacks, pandemics, and catastrophic 
natural disasters, our national preparedness is the shared 
responsibility of all levels of government, the private and 
nonprofit sectors, and individual citizens.” [1] 

Additionally, The National Infrastructure Advisory Council 
(NIAC) was created as a Federal Advisory Committee to 
advise the President and the Secretary of Homeland Security 
on all areas of critical infrastructure. NAIC further refines the 
definition of effective infrastructure resilience to include 
measurable attributes: 

“Infrastructure resilience is the ability to reduce the 
magnitude and/or duration of disruptive events. The 
effectiveness of a resilient infrastructure or enterprise 
depends upon its ability to anticipate, absorb, adapt to, 
and/or rapidly recover from a … disruptive event.” [2] 

This research presents a resilience metric that include not 
only the magnitude and duration (called “impact”) of 
telecommunication outages, but also frequency of these 
outages, on a regional basis.  The regional paradigm chosen 
for this research is defined by FEMA, who  

“…coordinates the federal government's role in 
preparing for, preventing, mitigating …. responding to, 
and recovering from all domestic disasters, whether 
natural or man-made, including acts of terror.” [3] 

In performance of this mission, FEMA has divided the US 
and its territories into ten regions, shown in Figure 1, which 
present a useful and practical way to study critical 
telecommunication infrastructure resiliency across the US. 

 
Figure 1. FEMA regions [4] 
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This paper addresses telecommunication infrastructure 
resiliency based on a 14 year record of U.S. PSTN local 
telecommunication switch outage data. In Section II 
Background, the role of local switches as service access 
points in the PSTN is covered. The importance of Central 
Offices where local switches, mobile switching, and internet 
access equipment is housed is discussed. Also, a description 
of the outage data is presented. In Section III, Methods and 
Results, regional differences in outage causality, reliability 
and resiliency methods and results are presented. Lastly, in 
Section IV Summary, major findings, research limitations, 
implications, and future research are discussed. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Central Office Buildings Serve More Than the PSTN 
Central Offices house not only local voice telephone 

switches, but also other important network elements such as 
mobile communication backhaul and Internet access/transport 
equipment. For instance, it is not uncommon for a Mobile 
Switching Center (MSC) circuit switch to be located in a 
Central Office building. Alternately, the local exchange 
carrier often provide a wireless carrier Layer 1/2 connectivity 
between its Base Station Controllers (BSC) and its MSCs, 
which might be tens to hundreds of miles away. In these cases, 
the Central Office building is very important to wireless voice 
and data services.  

Additionally, there are often optical SONET add/drop 
multiplexers in Central Offices that not only provide trunking 
between PSTN switches, but also digital internet trunks. At 
Layer 2/3, central offices involved in backhaul could be 
forwarding or aggregating Metro Ethernet virtual circuits per 
VLAN, interconnecting virtual circuits to Multiprotocol Label 
Switching (MPLS). Also, Central offices house important 
Internet assets such as routers and DSL internet access 
equipment. So, a range of services from Metropolitan 
Ethernet, MPLS, multiplexers and DSL can be adversely 
affected by the same factor that causes a local 
telecommunication switch in a Central Office to fail [5].  

For these reasons, PSTN local switch outages that are 
caused by external circumstances, potentially affecting all 
electronics in a Central Office building, can be an indicator of 
PSTN, Mobile, and Internet telecommunication infrastructure 
resilience. Such local switch outage causes include those 
induced by external power outages, building damage, massive 
line cuts, and acts of god. 

B. Local Telecommunication Switches 
The PSTN is a complex system composed of a switching 

subsystem, a signaling subsystem, and a transmission 
subsystem. The switching subsystem routes voice calls 
throughout the PSTN network. The signaling subsystem 
coordinates call initiation, maintenance, and termination. The 
transmission subsystem provides physical links between 
switches so end-to-end voice circuit connections can be made. 
The signaling and transmission subsystems are not part of the 
research in this paper. The switching subsystem consists of 
local exchange switches (local switches), tandem switches, 
and international gateway access switches (see Figure 2). 

Only the local exchange switching subsystem is investigated 
in this study. There are three types of local switches: 
standalone, host, and remote. Less common are some tandem 
switches that also have access lines, but they are very small 
percentage of all switches in this study with outages. 
Importantly, best practices requires E911 call centers to 
connect to two tandems – however, as many centers are far 
away from tandems, some local switches are configured to act 
as tandems for E911 calls [6]. The importance of local 
switches using circuit switched technologies should not be 
underestimated.  Even though the PSTN is migrating to voice 
over internet protocol (VoIP), the migration will take many 
years, and local switches will be in service for many years [7]. 
In 2011, although there were 32 million VoIP subscribers, 
there were 117 million subscribers connected over local loops 
to circuit switched local switches [8]. Also consider the work 
of Lyons, et al, where the economic impact of 
telecommunication outages were empirically assessed for 
local exchange outages. The economic loss estimates are 
based on actual business and residential demographics, 
including residential service and manufacturing. Economic 
loss estimates ranged from €370,000 to €1.1 million per day, 
for seven local exchange outages in Ireland [9]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The PSTN switching subsystem. 
 

C. Local Telecommunication Switch Outage Data 
This study investigates 8,975 local telecommunication 

switch outages in the U.S. of at least 2 minutes in duration for 
a 14-year period (1996-2009) and considers only totally 
failed switches rather than partially failed switches (partially 
failed switches were not reported).  Scheduled outages are not 
included because of their small duration – only the 8,875 
outages caused by failures are studied here. Scheduled 
outages are not considered. This outage data was reported to 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and 
obtained from [10]. Unfortunately, after 2009, the FCC 
stopped requiring carriers to report this data.  Carriers 
classified each local switch outage incident using one of 
fifteen FCC defined cause codes. In this research, by combing 
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similar cause codes reported to the FCC into categories, we 
reduced the fifteen causes reported to the FCC down to five 
causality categories, similar to what was previously done in 
[11]: 

• Human Procedural Errors:  Procedural errors made in 
installation, maintenance or other activities by Telco 
employees, contractors, or vendors.  

• HW and SW Design errors:  Software or hardware 
design errors made by the switch vendor prior to 
installation. 

• Hardware Errors: A random hardware failures, which 
causes the switch to fail.   

• External Circumstances: An event not directly 
associated with the switch, which causes it to fail or be 
isolated from the PSTN. 

• Other/unknown: A failure for which the cause was not 
ascertained by the carrier. 

As each reported switch outage includes date, time, duration, 
magnitude, and location, important reliability and resiliency 
analysis can be performed. 
 

III. OUTAGE  ANALYSIS METHODS AND RESULTS 

A. Regional Local Switch Causality Differences 
To see to what extent switch outage cause categories might 

differ across regions, histograms were created for major cause 
categories. Each histogram shows the percentage of outages 
due to a particular causal category across the ten regions, two 
of which are shown in Figure 3. These categories, their 
composition, and the distribution of failures to each category 
are shown in Table I.  

 
 

 
Figure 3. Regional causal percentage histogram examples. 

 

 

 

TABLE I.  LOCAL SWITCH OUTAGE FREQUENCY BY CAUSE  

OUTAGE CATEGORY Frequency Percent 
Human Procedural Error 1,394 16% 
HW or SW Design Error 1,214 14% 
Random HW Failure 2,951 33% 
External Circumstances 2,900 32% 
Other/Unknown 516 6% 
Total 8,975 100% 

For each cause category, the question of interest is whether 
there is a statistical difference in causal category percentages 
across the regions. The following hypotheses were used to 
test this notion for each histogram: 

H0: Cause category percentages is uniformly 
distributed across the 10 regions 

Ha: Cause category percentage is not uniformly 
distributed across the 10 regions 

The method used to test the hypotheses is the Chi-squared 
test, where the expected values are the average percentage 
across the 10 regions for each cause category, and the 
observed values are the actual percentages across the regions 
in a histogram. The results are shown in Table II, where we 
accept differences across the regions in the “External 
Circumstances” and the “Other/Unknown” cause categories. 

 
TABLE II.  REGIONAL OUTAGE CAUSALITY DIFFERENCES 

CAUSE 
CATEGORY 

ACCEPT P-VALUE CONCLUSION 

External 
Circumstances Ha 0.0005 Different across 

regions 
Random HW 
Failures H0 0.4599 No difference 

across regions  
Human 
Procedure 
Errors 

H0 0.5655 No difference 
across regions 

HW or SW 
Design Errors H0 0.2599 No difference 

across regions 

Other/Unknown Ha 0.0340 Different across 
regions 

 
These results are useful, because they indicate that “External 
Circumstance” outages are not uniform across the regions. 
The makeup of external circumstances are the type of events 
that potentially affect all central office telecommunications 
equipment/services, rather than just the PSTN local 
telecommunication switch. For instance, the vast majority of 
external circumstance local switch outages are due to 
environmental reasons such as FCC cause codes described by 
“acts of god”, “external power failure”, “environmental” and 
“massive transmission facility loss”. These type of outages 
are very likely to also affect all other communications 
services in the central office building such as mobile 
switches, transmission and internet equipment. Note that 
Regions 4 and 6 have the highest percentages of outages due 
to external circumstances 
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B. Regional Local Switch Reliability Differences 
Reliability is a study of times-to-failure (ttf), or said 

another way, the study of failure arrival process. If a failure 
rate is constant, the failure process is a stationary failure 
process, and Mean-Time-to-Failure (MTTF) can be 
calculated. If the times-to-failure are independent and 
exponentially distributed, the process is called a 
Homogeneous Poison Process (HPP). If the ttf’s are not 
exponentially distributed, but still independent, the failure 
process is a renewal process (RP), and the distributions can be 
fitted to other distributions such as Weibull, Gamma, or other 
distributions.  

Cumulative failure count versus time plots are often used 
to assess whether the arrival rate is constant, in that a straight 
line is apparent. However, if the plot is concave (bending 
down), reliability growth is indicated as the failures are 
decreasing over time. Conversely, if the plot is convex 
(bending up), reliability deterioration is indicated as the time 
between failures is decreasing.  In these cases, the failure 
process is non-stationary and distributions cannot be used and 
MTTF cannot be calculated, as it is a function of time. 
However, if the bending is smooth and steady (monotonically 
increasing or decreasing), these processes can be modeled as 
Non-homogeneous Poison Processes (NHPP), also known as 
“doubly-stochastic processes” as the arrivals are random and 
the rate of arrivals is changing over time. If the changes are 
not smooth, these processes can often be analyzed in a 
piecewise fashion over time. The reliability from cumulative 
plots can easily be assessed visually, and if the changes appear 
subtle, analytical methods can be used to arrive at the degree 
of statistical significance of trends (using such tests as the 
Laplace trend, Lewis-Robinson, Mann, or the MIL-Handbook 
tests [12]. 

In this research, to compare the reliability of local switch 
outages by region, cumulative plots were made for each 
region and visually assessed for reliability growth, constancy, 
or deterioration. In no instances were the visual presentations 
subtle, so no formal statistical trend tests are necessary. An 
example of cumulative outage plots vs. years are shown in 
Figure 4. Note that the number of outages differs, however 
this is not important at this stage of the comparison, as we are 
looking for differences in trends for each region. A normalized 
resiliency comparison will be made later in the paper.  
 

Figure 4. Regional switch cumulative failures vs. years 

 
Region 5 exhibits classic reliability growth, which could 

by modeled by an NHPP. However, Region 6 exhibits two 
distinct piecewise regions – steady reliability growth over 
about 11 years, followed by reliability deterioration over the 
last 3 years. Region 9 also exhibits two distinct piecewise 
regions – fairly constant reliability for about 4 years followed 
by 10 years of fairly constant reliability at a much lower 
failure rate. Region 10 indicates reliability growth, but is not 
as smooth as smooth an improvement as Region 5. A 
summary of the visual assessments for each region is shown 
in Table III. 

 
TABLE III.  LOCAL SWITCH RELIABILITY TRENDS BY REGION 

Reg. Rel. Trend (Imp. - Improvement; Det. – Deterioration) 
1 Monotonic Imp. 
2 Monotonic Imp. 
3 Monotonic Imp. 
4 Monotonic Imp. for 13 years, steep Det. for last year 
5 Monotonic Imp 
6 Imp. for 11 years, steep Det. for last 3 years 
7 Monotonic Imp. 
8 Det. years 0-4, marked Imp. years 4-14 
9 Constant years 0 to 4, marked Imp. years  4-14 
10 Monotonic Imp. 
 
At this point, it is useful to present the cumulative failure 

plot for all 8,975 switch failures in the U.S., as seen in Figure 
5. Note that the overall trend is decreasing, as indicated by the 
Laplace Trend Test statistic U, where U is like a Z-score 
where at a value greater than +1.96, we accept the hypothesis 
of reliability growth at a critical value of 0.05. However, the 
trend is seen to be monotonically improving up to year 11, 
after which it starts to monotonically deteriorate. It appears 
that the reason for this deterioration is due to Regions 4 and 6. 
This observation is corroborated by the external circumstance 
frequencies for Regions 4 and 6, which is in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 5. Local switch cumulative failure plot vs. years for the U.S. 

C. Regional Local Switch Resiliency Differences 
Earlier, we pointed out NAIC’s interest to be minimizing 

the magnitude and/or the duration of impacts to critical 
infrastructure. So any resiliency measure must account for 
these factors.  There has been past work using these two 
variables in assessing impact of telecommunication outages.  
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McDonald introduced the User Lost Erlang (ULE) as an 
impact metric for large-scale outages, given by:  

ULE = log10 (Magnitude)                        (1) 
where magnitude is the subscribers impacted. So the impact 
of an outage affecting 100,000 lines would be 5 ULE. 
McDonald figured such a metric would be easy to use and be 
understandable by the public, similar to the logarithmic 
Richter scale for the intensity of earthquakes [13]. The 
disadvantage of the ULE is that only outage magnitude is 
taken into account -- duration is not.  As outages have both 
size and duration, the ULE was not adopted or used, but did 
establish the need for an outage metric.  

The FCC introduced use of the Lost Line Hour (LLH) 
metric, which is the product of the number of subscribers lost 
times the duration in hours, and also the lost line minute. For 
instance, a 100,000 line switch out for ½ hour represents 
50,000 LLH. Although a straightforward metric incorporating 
both size and duration, the LLH does not include blocked 
calls. Also, the LLH is not logarithmic, a feature that nicely 
accommodates very long or large outages.  

In the U.S., Committee T1, published an American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) sponsored metric called 
the Outage Index (OI). This metric mapped duration and 
magnitude to weightings, which are logarithmic-like. The 
carrier industry adopted the OI metric. Analysis of the OI 
indicated a network administrator bias, as the index was 
sensitive to large size outages, but insensitive to long duration 
outages [14]. As an example, in [15] it was demonstrated that 
if a local switch with 10,000 lines experiences an outage of 24 
hours duration the OI is 0.529, while an 8-day outage for the 
same switch is 0.532. The other disadvantage of OI is that the 
values are not intuitive, for example, what does an outage with 
an OI of 1.24 mean with respect to impact? Lastly, in [16], 
resiliency was more recently defined as the fraction of 
subscribers deriving successful service. Although an 
interesting metric, the number of users impacted is not 
apparent from say 0.99 resiliency factor.  

Snow and Weckman recently introduced a novel 
resiliency metric for local switch outages in [17]. The metric 
is referred to as OIdbK, includes both duration and magnitude 
(represented by LLH), is logarithmic, and intuitive as it is 
referenced to a baseline outage of 1000 LLH: 

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 10𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 �
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
1000

�  (2) 

Like the well-known dbm, a power referenced to 1 milliwatt 
in communications engineering, a doubling is about 3db while 
a halving is about -3db. Additionally, a tenfold increase is 
10db and decrease by a tenth is -10db. Below are a few 
examples of OIdbK: 

• OIdbK = 0 corresponds to 1,000 LLH, as log of 1 is 0 
• OIdbK = -3 represents a halving, or 500 LLH 
• OIdbK = 20 corresponds to two orders of magnitude above              

1,000 LHH, or 100,000 LLH 
• OIdbK = 23 is s a doubling above 20, or 200,000 LLH. 

This new metric tames wide swings of LLH, and give an 
intuitive reference when doing time series plots and regression 

of outage resilience over time. Of course, if desirable, we can 
also have OIdbM, which references the severity to one million 
LLH. Additionally, with outliers controlled, linear regression 
can be used to assess trends in resilience. An example of the 
utility of OIdbK is seen by referring to Figure 6 and Figure 7, 
where LLH and OIdbK for impact due to external 
circumstances are plotted The LLH plot appears unremarkable 
while the OIdbK plot indicates relative values of impact and a 
clear upward trend. In fact, statistically significant linear 
regression results for local switch external circumstance 
OIdbK indicate a 10.6 db increase per 10 years, which 
represents just over a 10 fold increase in LLH. [17]. 
 

 
Figure 6. Quarterly LLH vs. years for ext. circumstance outages 

 
 

 
Figure 7. Quarterly OIdbk vs. years for external circumstance outages 

 
FEMA regions are different in a number of geographical 

factors, such as climate, area, and population. Where there are 
more people, there are more switches, so we expect more 
failures and more impact on resilience due to switch outages. 
There is a large range in population over the regions, as seen 
in Table IV. 

 
TABLE IV:  REGIONAL POPULATION AND OUTAGES  

Region Population 
 (Millions) 

Outages 

1 19.0 139 
2 31.6 301 
3 28.3 519 
4 55.3 2,300 
5 50.7 1,299 
6 34.4 2,139 
7 13.1 1,065 
8 9.7 246 
9 44.0 488 

10 11.6 479 
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For a fair comparison of regional resilience, in this 
research we modify the OIdbK by weighting LLH by 
population in millions, and reference the value to 1000 LLH 
per 1 Million people: 

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝑀𝑀 = 10𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 �
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃_𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
1000𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
1 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

� �         (3) 

where Pop_Mill is average regional population (in Millions, 
e.g., 19.0 for Region 1) over the study period. The average 
population was used because there was little percentage 
change in regional population over the study period. This new 
metric has all the advantages of OIdbK in addition to being 
scaled to the number of people in the region. 

Comparative regional resilience examples are shown 
in Figure 8 and Figure 9, due to all outages. In Figure 8, 
upward impact over time indicates resiliency deterioration in 
both Regions 4 and 6. The deterioration in these regions are 
very similar, however note the large outliers in years 6 and 10 
for Region 6. Examples of resiliency growth and constancy 
are shown in Figure 9. In Region 1, relatively constant 
resiliency is indicated, while in Region 1 strong resiliency 
growth is seen by the dramatic downward trend in outage 
impact.  

 
 

 
Figure 8. Yearly outage impact for regions 4 and 6 

 
 

 

 
Figure 9. Yearly outage impact for regions 1 and 7 

 
 

Although there is not room in this paper to show all ten 
regional impact plots, a qualitative description of FEMA 
regional resilience is given in Table V. In this table, regional 
resiliency is described as either improving, constant or 

deteriorating. Trend descriptions are based on regression lines 
for each regions outage impact plot. 
 

Table V.  REGIONAL RESILIENCY TRENDS 

Reg. Resiliency Description based on Regression 
1 Improving Starting at 16db, and dropping to 0db 

over 14-years (from 40K to 1K LLH per 
mill pop.) 

2 Improving Starting at 16db, and dropping to 6db 
over 14 years (from 40K to 4K LLH per 
mill pop.) 

3 Deteriorating Starting at 10db, and increasing to 16db 
over 14-years (from 10K to 40K LLH per 
mill pop)  

4 Deteriorating Constant first 8-years at 13db, up to 19db 
over 6-years (from 20K to 80K LLH per 
mill pop.) 

5 Constant Constant at about 10db, or about 10K 
LLH per mill in pop.; some large 
variances 

6 Deteriorating Starting at 13db, and increasing to 18db 
over 14-years (from 20K to 80K LLH per 
mill pop.)  

7 Constant Constant at about 15db, or about 40K 
LLH per mill in pop. 

8 Improving Starting at 10db, and dropping 10db over 
14 years, a drop of 10,000 LLH per mill 
pop. 

9 Constant Constant at about 10db, or about 10K 
LLH per mill in pop.; some large 
variances 

10 Constant Constant at about 10db, or about 10K 
LLH per mill in pop.; some large 
variances 

 

IV. SUMMARY 

A. Major Findings 
The major findings of this research on FEMA regional 

local telecommunication switch outages from 1996 to 2009 
are: 

• From a causality perspective, there are statistically 
significant differences in external circumstance outages 
across the regions. Additionally, histograms indicate the 
largest differences are due to Regions 4 and 5. External 
circumstance local switch outages are also likely to affect 
other telecommunication sector capabilities such as mobile 
and internet. 

• Over a 14-year period, the arrival process of outages 
in each region are non-stationary processes for which time-
to-failure distributions and MTTF metrics are not feasible. 
However, there are clear instances for some regions where 
there are different processes over the entire period, which can 
be segmented and analyzed separately. In some instances 
they are piecewise linear (constant reliability) where MTTF 
can be calculated. 

• Most regions experienced dramatic reliability 
growth in local switch reliability over the 14-year period, 
although two regions (Regions 4 and 5) experienced initial 
reliability growth for most of the time period but severe 
reliability deterioration towards the latter part of the 14 years.  
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• From a resiliency perspective a recently introduced 
resiliency metric was successfully modified to weight impact 
by regional population, offering a fairer way to compare 
geographically different regions. The metric also conforms to 
NAIC desires, as it accounts for both magnitude and duration. 

• These results indicate that empirical methods and 
metrics are very useful in understanding the impact of 
outages to critical infrastructure, and that resilience is best 
understood when coupled with reliability, or the arrival rate 
of outages, which are in fact resiliency deficits. 

 

B. Research Limitations 
As the quantitative research presented here is based on 

data reported by carriers, it is not known how consistent the 
reporting was over a 14-year period by each carrier, and how 
similar the capabilities of carriers to capture outages, and 
accurately report the size, duration, and cause of outages. 
Additionally, only complete switch failures are reported and 
partial switch outages were excluded from reporting 
requirements. Also, this research was limited to using lost 
line hours in its resiliency metrics, as no reporting of blocked 
calls was required of carriers.  Lastly, actual impact of local 
switch external circumstances outages on mobile 
communication and Internet services/infrastructure in the 
same Central Office buildings cannot be quantified by these 
results.  

C. Future Work and Policy Implications 
More research is required to develop better resilience 

measures across all sectors of the telecommunication 
industry, in addition to metrics that can be linked or include 
economic impact. Additionally, the results in this paper 
indicate that local switch outages might serve as a “canary in 
the mine shaft” with respect to telecommunication 
infrastructure resiliency, due to the plethora of other 
telecommunication service sector equipment residing in 
PSTN Central Office buildings. In retrospect, these results 
indicate that the FCC’s discontinuance of local switch outage 
reporting after 2009 might be unfortunate, as an insightful 
reliability and resiliency bellwether seems to have been lost.  
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Abstract—Identity Oriented Networks (ION) provide 
mechanisms for scalability, mobility and operations across 
heterogeneous entities by disseminating unique identity of end 
points from their position in the network. However, current 
devices cannot parse the newly added ID field in 3.5 layer. This 
paper puts forward a universal Software Defined Networking 
(SDN)-based packet processing mechanism to parse 
information in high layers and exchange redundant 
information in low layers with key information in high layers 
at the entrances of network. Thus, the key field in high layer is 
visible in low layer and can be parsed by current protocol and 
routing devices. The article takes GPRS Tunneling Protocol 
(GTP) packets for example to explain the packet processing 
method. Besides, delay caused by the packet processing module 
is measured and an experiment is made to verify that parsing 
high-layer field succeeds and strategies on high-layer field can 
be made.  

Keywords-ION; SDN; OpenFlow; GTP; TEID. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
With the development of network technologies and user 

requirements, mobility has been a significant trend. Firstly, 
the number of mobile devices including M2M modules 
keeps increasing and is expected to be 11.6 billion by 2020. 
Secondly, mobile traffic has grown faster year by year. 
Mobile traffic content also tends to carry more video traffic 
including streaming video, which requires high bandwidth 
transmission capabilities. Thirdly, offload mobile traffic 
(traffic from dual-mode devices over Wi-Fi or small-cell 
networks) is taking more and more proportion of the whole 
traffic. In 2015, mobile offload traffic exceeded cellular 
traffic for the first time. In general, more devices, more 
traffic and more offload connectivity pattern should be taken 
into consideration in next-generation network. 

In 5G era, network has five performance requirements: 1) 
bandwidth and speed throughput: 10Gps; 2) latency: less 
than 1ms; 3) scale: 10-100 times than Long Term Evolution 
(LTE) [1]; 4) session continuity: ubiquitous; 5) mobility 
speed: 500km/h. However, current LTE architecture has 
many constraints. The handoff delay and latency is 

noticeable. Due to requirement of global IP addresses, multi-
homing features make IP addresses aggregation difficult and 
lead to large RT on routers. 

In the context, Identity Oriented Networks (ION) has 
been put forward to improve mobility performance. The 
fundamental premise of ION is the one that provides 
mechanisms for scalability, mobility and operations across 
heterogeneous entities by disseminating unique identity of 
end points from their position in the network. A 3.5 layer is 
added between the IP layer and the TCP/UDP layer. An 
identity field is carried in the new layer to identify a node, an 
app or anything. ID can be bond with an IP address locator to 
complement forwarding. Thus, network has the following 
improvements: 1) native mobility; 2) ID-based Apps; 3) 
multi-homing ID with global scope; 4) context awareness 
based on ID profile; 5) ID-based security. 

Although ION improves network performance in many 
ways, current switching and routing devices can only parse 
information no higher than the IP layer. The long-term trend 
is to develop new devices that are capable to parse the 3.5 ID 
layer information. However, it will take a long time to update 
all routing devices and Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) should 
also be considered. To solve the issue, this article put 
forward a universal SDN-based packet processing 
mechanism to parse information in high layers and exchange 
redundant information in low layers with key information in 
high layers. Thus, the key field in high layer is visible in low 
layer and can be parsed by current protocol and routing 
devices. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces 
related knowledge of the example case. Section III 
specifically explains the SDN-based packet processing 
mechanism to parse the high-layer field incompatible with 
OpenFlow protocol and utilizes the field to control network 
at a smaller granularity. Section IV measures the delay 
caused by the packet processing module and verifies the 
success of parsing high-layer field and making strategies 
based on the high-layer field. Finally, conclusions are 
presented in Section V. 
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II. RELATED KNOWLEDGE 
Since ION is in conceptual phase, this paper takes GTP 

packets for example to explain the packet processing of 
parsing high-layer information and utilizing high-layer 
information to handle packets. The augment supporting the 
analogy is that GTP packets face the similar problem in 
incapability of recognizing high layer information when 
being processed by OpenFlow [2] devices. 

GTP is an IP-based communication protocol in Evolved 
Packet Core (EPC) [3]. The protocol consists of GTP-C, 
GTP-U and GTP’, which are respectively used in the GTP 
control plane, GTP user plane and charging data 
transmission. Since this paper studies packet processing in 
data plane, GTP-U is the core concern. GTP-U protocol 
stack is shown in Figure 1. For uplink packets, the radio 
layer ends in eNodeB. ENodeB encapsulates GTP packets 
and establishes the GTP tunnel to S-GW. S-GW establishes 
the GTP tunnel to P-GW and P-GW decapsulates GTP 
packets and forwards it to Internet. For downlink packets, the 
processing procedures are reversed. There is a key field 
named Tunnel endpoint identifier (TEID) in GTP-U header. 
TEID is used to multiplex different connections in the same 
GTP tunnel. A GTP connection is uniquely confirmed by a 
source tunnel IP, a destination tunnel IP and a TEID. In this 
article, GTP packets refer to GTP-U packets without special 
statement. 

 
Figure 1. GTP-U protocol stack 

 
Software-defined networking (SDN) [4] is an emerging 

solution for fine-grained control and management of 
networks. It separates the control plane (SDN controller) and 
data plane (switching and routing devices) of network. 
OpenFlow is a generally accepted southbound protocol 
between the controller and switching devices. There is a 
widely agreed trend that SDN should be integrated into 5G 
core network. However, GTP-U header locates over UDP 
layer. In current OpenFlow protocol, only information below 
layer 4 (including layer 4) can be parsed. Therefore, TEID is 
invisible in OpenFlow and GTP connection could not be 
recognized by OpenFlow switches. To address the problem, 
a packet processing method is put forward to parse the high 
layer field and exchange it with redundant fields in low layer. 

III. PACKET PROCESSING IMPLEMENTATION 
By analyzing the packet transmission within GTP tunnels, 

it could be found that forwarding decisions are made 
depending on the destination tunnel endpoint IP address. 
Therefore, during transmission in GTP tunnels, the source IP 
address is redundant information. Besides, both source IP 
address field and TEID field have a length of 32 bit in 
common. As a result, exchanging TEID field with source IP 
address field at the tunnel entrance would expose useful 

TEID field when forwarding the GTP packets in GTP tunnel 
without influencing normal processing mechanisms of GTP 
packets. Moreover, OpenFlow devices work normally 
complying with OpenFlow protocol since TEID field is 
already in layer 3 and could be parsed by OpenFlow protocol.  

A. Architecture 
In Evolved Packet Core (EPC) architecture, control 

functions and forwarding functions of S/P-GW are coupled, 
which restricts core network flexibility. Thus, separating 
control functions and forwarding functions of S/P-GW is a 
main trend of 5G mobile core network developments. Base 
on that, this article designs the core network architecture in 
Figure 2. This architecture retains most structure of the 
current EPC architecture. The major differences are: 1) 
separating the control functions and forwarding functions of 
S/P-GW; 2) introducing SDN controller to cooperate with 
S/P-GWc to manage the network between S-GWs and P-
GWs; 3) data plane are OpenFlow-enabled and comply with 
the control of SDN controller. 

The data plane consists of S/P-GW’s user plane devices 
and OpenFlow devices, while the control plane consists of 
SDN controller, S/P-GW’s control plane, Mobility 
Management Entity (MME), Home Subscriber Server (HSS) 
and Policy Control and Charging Rules Function (PCRF). In 
this case, MME works the same in EPC. It manages mobility, 
chooses S-GW for user equipment (UE) and establishes the 
GTP tunnel between eNodeB and S-GW. The control 
functions of S/P-GWs operate over SDN controller and 
communicate with it by JSONRPC messages to swap UE 
information and S/P-GW information. The S/P-GW control 
plane strategies are implemented in coordination with MME, 
HSS and PCRF, including user IP allocation and traffic flow 
template (TFT) assignment. SDN controller controls data 
plane devices with OpenFlow protocol and manage TFT 
with S/P-GW. S/P-GWs provide terminal of GTP tunnels 
and anchor GTP tunnels during handoff. Applying SDN to 
manage the transmission network makes it convenient to 
realize overhead control and routing optimization. Besides, 
this architecture is compatible with current 3GPP [5] 
standards, which is the smooth evolution for mobile core 
network to integrate SDN. 
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 Figure 2. SDN-based mobile core network architecture 
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B. Data Plane Implementation 
To parse the high layer information of TEID, a GTP 

processing module is attached to a logical port of an 
OpenFlow device at the entrances of S/P-GWs, cooperating 
with OpenFlow pipeline processing to handle GTP packets. 
The OpenFlow device with GTP processing module can be 
regarded as an extension of gateway functions. For uplink 
GTP packets at S-GWs and downlink GTP packets at P-
GWs, TEID field and source IP address field should be 
exchanged to make the TEID field visible to SDN controller 
and OpenFlow devices between S-GWs and P-GWs. Thus, 
for downlink GTP packets at S-GWs and uplink GTP 
packets at P-GWs, TEID field and source IP address field 
should be exchanged to restore the previous packets.  

The OpenFlow devices utilize OpenFlow pipeline 
processing to handle packets. There are at least five flow 
tables in the OpenFlow device. Table 0 has the highest 
priority. It matches GTP packets (udp_port is 2152) whose 
in_port is not connected to the GTP processing module and 
then sends them to the GTP processing module. Table 1 has 
the second highest priority. It matches GTP packets whose 
in_port is connected to GTP processing module and sends 
them to Table 2, otherwise it sends them to Table 3. Table 2 
has the third highest priority. It matches GTP packets whose 
source MAC address is the S/P-GW to which it connects and 
sends them to Table 4, otherwise it outputs them to the 
connected S/P-GW. Table 3 forwards regular packets except 
GTP packets and Table 4 forwards GTP packets to be sent to 
the core network. The GTP processing module implements 
the exchange of high-layer TEID field and low-layer source 
IP field. Firstly, it parses the high-layer TEID field. Then, it 
exchanges TEID field with the low-layer source IP field. 
Lastly, it sends the processed packet back to the logical port 
where the packet comes. The OpenFlow multi-stage flow 
tables at entrances of S/P-GWs are shown in Figure 3. 

Start

Match Table 0?GTP processing 
module

Yes

Match Table 1?

No

Modified data 
packet

YesNo

Table3:Default

End

Match Table 2?

Yes

Yes

Table 4: GTP 
forwarding

Output to 
connected S/P-

GW
No

 
Figure 3. OpenFlow multi-stage flow tables at entrances of S/P-GW 

 
After the packet processing at the entrance of core 

network, OpenFlow devices and SDN controller could have 
access to TEID field of GTP packets in the network between 
S-GWs and P-GWs. Thus, strategies based on TEID field are 
easy to implement. 

C. Control Plane Implementation 
As a result of exchange processing at GTP tunnel 

entrances, traffic control (routing optimization, Qos, etc.) at 
the granularity of GTP connections could be realized without 
changing working principles of OpenFlow devices and SDN 
controller. 

Varieties of applications could be developed and run over 
SDN controller. Those applications leverage TEID field in 
layer 3 and make specific decisions on different TEIDs. An 
example of routing optimization based on TEID is given in 
Figure 4. Leveraging the advantage of the global view of 
SDN controller, different routing planning can be easily 
implemented. 

 Considering that different GTP connections have 
different routing demands, three routing planning modules 
are added to SDN controller. One implements shortest path 
planning, one implements maximum bandwidth path 
planning and another implements minimum delay path 
planning. When the controller receives packet-in messages, it 
matches TEID field and invokes corresponding path 
planning module for different TEIDs. The designed route is 
distributed to the network by flow-mod messages. 
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planning
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path 
planning
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path 
planning
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Minimum 
delay path 
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Figure 4. Routing planning example based on TEID 

 
Routing modules based on different demands can be 

developed by similar methods. 

IV. EVALUATION 
Introducing GTP processing module into the network 

would cause extra delay during packet transmission. Thus, 
evaluation on delay should be taken into consideration. 
Besides, whether traffic control at the granularity of TEID is 
realized or not is also to be proved. 

A. Experimental Setup 
The experimental system is set on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. 

Mininet [6] 2.3.0d1 was utilized to simulate the network and 
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Ryu [7] was utilized as an SDN controller. The topology is 
shown in Figure 5. SGW1 and PGW1 are two virtual 
machines which generate GTP packets. MS1 and MS2 are 
set to send GTP packets to a logical port attached by the GTP 
processing module. MH1 and MH2 are two network 
namespaces and work as GTP processing modules, 
respectively attached to the logical port of MS1 and MS2. S1, 
S2, S3, S4 and S5 work as switches in the core network. 

 
Figure 5. Experiment topology 

 
• SGW1 and PGW1 
OpenGGSN-0.91 [8] is used to build GTP tunnels. The 

PGW1 serves as a GGSN node that has one tunnel IP, and 
the SGW1 serves as an SGSN node that has several tunnel 
IPs. The TEID of each tunnel is allocated by orders. For the 
purpose of a simple design, the IP address of SGW1 and 
PGW1 are 10.0.0.1 and 10.0.0.2, and the MAC addresses are 
00:00:00:00:00:01 and 00:00:00:00:00:02. 

• MH1 and MH2 
MH1 and MH2 work as the GTP processing module, 

aiming at exchanging source IP field with TEID field. There 
are two network devices in MH1, including eth0 and 
etSGW1. EtSGW1 works in a promisc mode to get each 
packet it receives. And eth0 works in multicast mode and has 
an IP address of 10.0.0.3 and a MAC address of 
00:00:00:00:00:03. A python application named 
gtp_modify.py is running on MS1 to realize the GTP process 
module’s functions. The application firstly captures a GTP 
packet from etSGW1, and then it cuts out the data segment 
and parses TEID field by counting the bit position. After 
getting the TEID, it exchanges the TEID field with source IP 
address field, and finally sends the packet back to the 
network through eth0. 

Except that MH2’s eth0 has an IP address of 10.0.0.4 and 
a MAC address of 00:00:00:00:00:03, the other settings and 
working pattern of MH2 are the same as MH1’s. 

• MS1 and MS2 
MS1 is located between SGW1 and core networks, 

connected to MH1. And MS2 is located between PGW1 and 
core network, connected to MH2. The flow tables in MS1 
and MS2 are described in Section III.  GTP-U packets that 
should be sent into or out of core network will be delivered 
to GTP processing module. 

• Ryu controller 
Ryu serves as a SDN controller and is mainly responsible 

to set flow tables to OpenFlow switches. It will create a 
default route at exactly the time when the network is built, so 
that some control message like GTP-C can be forwarded 
successfully. 

B. Result Analysis 
In order to verify traffic control abilities at the granularity 

of GTP connections, there are three GTP connections in our 
scenario. The PGW1 has one tunnel IP of 192.168.0.1, while 
SGW1 has three tunnel IPs: 192.168.0.2 for tunnel1, 
192.168.0.3 for tunnel2 and 192.168.0.4 for tunnel3. Besides, 
tunnel1’s TEID is 0x00000001, and tunnel2’s is 0x00000002, 
and tunnel3’s is 0x00000003. Iperf [9] is utilized to generate 
traffic flows. Flow1 is sent at a speed of 100kbps in tunnel1, 
while flow2 is at a speed of 80kbps in tunnel2 and flow3 is at 
a speed of 60kbps in tunnel3. Based on TEID and destination 
IP address, different routes are designed. Flow1 is designed 
to go through s1->s4->s3, while flow2 is designed to go 
through s1->s2->s3 and flow3 is designed to go through s1-
>s5->s3. Traffic bandwidth is measured in each route, and 
the delay caused by MH1’s GTP processing module is also 
detected. 

Figure 6 shows the delay caused by GTP processing 
module in MH1. It can be seen that the delay range from 
46ms to 98ms. The average delay is approximately 75ms. 
The delay value is a bit large. However, the delay will only 
be generated at the entrance of the whole network and the 
value is relatively stable regardless of the network scale. 
When network scale expands and the whole delay increases, 
the delay caused by GTP processing module tends to have a 
smaller influence to the whole network. Besides, the delay 
can be diminished by promoting the hardware performance. 

 
Figure 6. Delay caused by GTP processing module in MH1 

 
Figure 7 shows traffic bandwidth in route s1->s4->s3, s1-

>s2->s3 and s1->s5->s3. It can be seen that the average 
bandwidth on the three routes are approximately 100kbps, 
80kbps and 60kbps. It matches the bandwidth of flow1, 
flow2 and flow3, which illustrates the route design based on 
TEID is realized. Besides, Wireshark [10] is also utilized to 
capture packets at switch s2, s4 and s5. The results show that 
only packets with TEID 1 appear at switch s4, while only 
packets with TEID 2 appear at switch s2 and only packets 
with TEID 3 appear at switch s5. It further verifies that 
traffic control at the granularity of GTP connections is 
realized. 

 
Figure 7. Traffic bandwidth on three different routes 
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Results show that traffic control abilities at the 
granularity of GTP connections are achieved. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper designs a universal SDN-based mechanism to 

handle packets containing high-layer field incompatible with 
OpenFlow protocol, without extending protocols or 
upgrading devices. An example of handling GTP packets is 
shown to explain the processing mechanism. Besides, the 
processing delay is measured and an experiment verifies that 
TEID field is successfully parsed and strategies at the 
granularity of TEID can be made. By utilizing the packet 
processing mechanism, ION packets can be transferred in 
SDN network and strategies at the granularity of ID field can 
be made. The mechanism could be universally utilized to 
tackle the problem of parsing a relatively small field 
incompatible with OpenFlow protocol as a temporary 
solution. 
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Abstract—The routing and addressing system of today’s 

Internet is facing serious scaling problems, which are mainly 

caused by the overloading of IP address semantics. To address 

this problem, several recent schemes have been proposed to 

replace the IP namespace with separation of namespaces for 

identities and locators. ID Oriented Networks (ION) is one 

such mechanism. In this paper, a drone prototype based on 

ION implementation is described. An ID-to-ID communication 

between a moving drone and a stationary endpoint is 

demonstrated. ION protocol primitives are defined along with 

packet format, encapsulation/decapsulation, as well as the 

handover process. The results obtained from the prototype of 

ION show that the ID-to-ID communication continues to works 

well and is not interrupted when the location of the drone 

changes. This prototype shows that the basic idea of 

ID/Locator separation is a feasible and positive way to solve 

the scaling issue in the current Internet Protocol.  

Keywords-drone; identifier; locator; handover. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

It has been widely recognized that today’s Internet 
routing and addressing system is facing serious scaling 
problems [1][2]. A common consensus is that this scaling 
issue is mainly caused by the overloading of Internet 
protocol (IP) address semantics [3]. That is, an IP address 
represents not only the location but also the identity of a host. 
Therefore, several new schemes [4], such as the Locator/ID 
Separation Protocol (LISP) [5] and Host Identity Protocol 
(HIP) [6][7][8], have been proposed to replace the IP 
namespace in today’s Internet with a locator namespace and 
an identity namespace. In these schemes, a locator 
namespace consists of locators that represent the attachment 
point of hosts in the network, while the identity namespace 
consists of identifiers (ID), also known as endpoint identities 
(EIDs) that represent unique identities of hosts. When IDs 
are separated from their network attachment position 
information, packets destined for IDs are generally 
forwarded with the default routing method by using the 
locators as IPs. By decoupling an identifier from its locator, 
changes to a host’s location become transparent to the upper 
layers above including TCP.  

Consider the communication between two User 
Equipments (UEs) in the ION network. Each UE only needs 
to know the other’s ID before the connection is established, 
since only the ID can tell them who the correspondent ID is. 
While the locator is only used for packet forwarding in the 
internet and it may change according to different access 
gateways. Thus, the communication is called an ID-to-ID 
communication. 

In this paper, we present a drone prototype which is 
realized based on the basic idea of ION. The drone has a 
unique and fixed ID when flying across different access 
gateways. While its locator changes when it flies across the 
network accessing different gateways. Our prototype ensures 
that the drone can establish an ID-to-ID connection with the 
remote ground station, which is also an ID aware host. 
Moreover, when the drone accesses different gateways, the 
ID-to-ID communication between the drone and the ground 
station is continuously maintained even when the drone’s 
locator changes. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 
II, we introduce the basic framework of the Identity Oriented 
Network. In Section III, we describe the topology of the 
drone prototype and introduce the main entities in the 
prototype. In Section IV, the detail designs of our prototype 
are presented, including the id packet format, packet 
encapsulation and decapsulation, as well as the handover 
process. At last, we conclude this paper in Section V. 

II. IDENTITY ORIENTED NETWORKS 

Based on the idea of Identity and Location separation, 
ION framework is briefly described in Figure 1 and the 
details are out of scope for this paper. Since identity and 
locators are separated, ION expands network layer concept 
to accommodate ID in the following manner. 

 ID layer is a distributed function responsible for ID 
management and authentication services.  

 Mapping system: An ID/location resolution system 
is introduced which maintains mappings between a 
host and its location. 

 ID based connection: In order to inter-connect two 
endpoints independent of network address an ID 
aware socket connection. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Brief framework of ION. 
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ION architecture enhances traditional network layer with 
identity awareness. Some advantages ION scheme include (a) 
communication of non-IP devices such as IoT, (b) a 
smoother and seamless location agnostic mobility and (c) 
cross-silo communication across applications working with 
same network entities. Please refer to Next Generation 
Protocols (NGP) paper for further details on ION [9]. 

III. TOPOLOGY OF THE DRONE PROTOTYPE 

The topology of our drone prototype is depicted in Figure 
2, which mainly consists of following five entities: 

 Universal Access Gateway (UAG): The UAG is the 
edge access gateway in the ION architecture. The 
UAG is in charge of locator assignment, locator 
management and access control. When a UE, such as 
the drone in our prototype, is online and accesses to 
a UAG first time, the UAG assigns an IPv6 address 
as locator to it. Then the UAG registers the 
ID/Locator mapping item of the UE to the mapping 
system and caches the item until the UE leaves. The 
UAG can support the wired access as well as 
wireless access of UEs. UAGs also perform packet 
forwarding function as traditional gateways. Three 
UAGs are deployed in our prototype and the drone 
flies randomly in the area covered by the three 
UAGs.  

 Access Point (AP): Traditional APs. The drone 
access to the UAG via an AP. Only one AP is 
deployed under each UAG for the case of layer-3 
handover [10] [11], which will be further explained 
in the next section. 

 Drone: The drone is an ID aware host with a unique 
and fixed ID. When it accesses a UAG, a locator will 
be assigned, which is used to locate where it is. The 
drone is equipped with a camera for shooting real-
time video when flying across different UAGs. It is 
controlled by the ground station and the video will 
be transmitted to the ground station via ID-to-ID 
communication.  

 Ground Station (GS): the GS, which is also an ID 
aware host, is the controller of the drone. It receives 
and displays the video shot by the drone. 

 ID-Locator Mapping System (ILMS): The ILMS 
stores all the ID/Locator mapping items that have 
been registered. Once a UE is assigned a locater or 
by its access UAG, the ID/Locator item will be 
registered or updated to the ILMS. If a UE wants to 
communicate with other ID hosts, their locators can 
also be retrieved from the ILMS.  

Note that ID of hosts may be set before leaving the 
factory or assigned after that by some organizations. In our 
prototype, we use the IPv6 address those are with prefix 
2F00:: as IDs. The goal of our prototype is: 1) realize an ID-
to-ID communication between the drone and the remote GS; 
2) when the drone’s locator changes while roaming across 
different UAGs, the ID-to-ID communication could be kept 
continuous 

UAG1

AP1

Locator:10::2/64

ID: 2F00::1

10::1/64 11::1/64 12::1/64

Locator: 16::4/64

ID:2F00::2

Ground StationILMS

UAG2 UAG3

AP2 AP3

Router

Drone  
Figure 2.  Topology of the drone prototype. 

 

IV. PROTOCOL PRINCIPLE 

Some new protocol principles are designed to realize the 
ID-to-ID communication between the drone and GS.  

A. Packet Format 

The main change in ID packet lies in the IP-layer header. 
The tuple <src_ip, dst_ip> in a normal IP packet is replaced 
by a new header of tuple <src_id, dst_id, src_loc, dst_loc> in 
the id packet, which is shown in Figure 3. In this prototype, 
the IP address in the normal IP packets has the same 
meaning with the locator in id packets. 

B. Packet Encapsulation 

The packet encapsulation process of id packet in the id-
to-id communication is depicted in Figure 4. 

When a packet is generated by the TCP layer, it will be 
first checked by an is_ID() function to determine whether it 
belongs to an ID-to-ID communication based on its src_ip 
and dst_ip, which can be found in the 5-tuple of TCP sockets. 
If the src_ip or dst_ip is with IPv6 prefix 2F00, the packet 
will be further encapsulated into an id packet by the id_out() 
function.  Otherwise, the packet will be sent to the dst_ip as a 
normal IP packet.  

If the 2F00 prefix is detected, the drone tries to get the 
locator of the GS in its own cache and the UAG’s cache. If 
fails, a request will be sent to the ILMS for the retrieval of 
GS’s locator according to its id. Then, the normal packet will 
be encapsulated as Figure 3 shows. The drone’s locator, i.e., 
the src_loc, is assigned when it accesses a UAG. The dst_loc 
is retrieved from caches or from the ILMS. Since we use the 
ipv6 address with prefix 2F00 as id, the src_id in id packet is 
the same with src_ip in the normal packet, and the dst_id in 
id packet is the same with dst_ip in the normal packet. 
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src_id(client_id)

dst_id(server_id)

src_loc(client_loc)

dst_loc(server_loc)

src_ip(client_ip)

dst_ip(server_ip)

IP header in normal IP packet ID header in ID packet
 

Figure 3.  Changes of IP header in ID packet. 

At last, the encapsulated ID packet will be sent to the 
access AP and UAG. The access UAG just treats the locator 
as the normal IP and forwards all packets as usual according 
to its routing table. 

C. Packet Decapsulation 

The decapsulation process of ID packets is shown in 
Figure 5. Once a packet is received by the hardware, it will 
be send to the IP layer and checked by the is_ID() function to 
determine whether it’s an id packet or not. If the packet is a 
normal packet, it will be sent to the TCP layer directly. 
Otherwise, it will be treated as an id packet and further 
decapsulated by the id_in() function. The id_in() strips the 
locator header, src_loc and dst_loc fields. Then the stripped 
packet will be sent to the TCP layer as a normal packet.  

It should be noted that in this prototype, the ID hosts (i.e., 
the drone and the GS) are designed to be aware of ID/locator 
separation. The locator header of ID packets is encapsulated 
and decapsulated at the drone for realization convenience. In 
fact, the ID/locator separation network can also be designed 
as that the hosts are completely unaware of ID/locator 
separation. This can be realized by embedding the 
encapsulation and decapsualation of id packets into gateways 
rather than hosts. 

D. Handover 

When the drone moves outside the range of its access AP, 
a handover process must be handled. Since the layer-2 
handover [12][13] doesn’t lead to changes of locator, we 
only consider the layer-3 handover in this prototype. Only 
one AP is deployed under each UAG, which means when the 
drone flies across different APs, its locator will change, 
leading to a layer-3 handover. 

The layer-3 handover process is detailed in Figure 6.  
Step 0: the drone, with id 2F00::1 and locator 10::2 

assigned by UAG, communicate with the GS, whose id is 
2F00::2, via UAG1.  

Step 1: The drone probes the signal strength of the access 
AP. Once it detects the signal strength is lower than a 
threshold, the handover process will be activated. Then the 
drone sends a handover notification to UAG1. 

Step 2: Upon receiving the notification, UAG1 will send 
a confirm information to the drone and starts to caches 
packets with dst_loc or des_ip equals to 10::2.  

Step 3: After receiving the confirmation from UAG1, the 
drone disconnects from the UAG1-AP and tries to connect 

the AP under UAG2. If success, the drone will get a new 
locator 11::2, which is assigned by UAG2. Then the drone 
uses the new locator to notify the ILMS as well as the GS 
that its locator has changed from 10::2 to 11::2. The ILMS 
and the GS then update their mapping item related to id 
2F00::1 and return the confirmation to the drone that its 
locator has been updated. At the same time with sending the 
locator update notification, the GS will also send its new 
locator to UAG1, notifying UAG1 that it has successfully 
finished the handover and requests for the cached packets. 
Upon receiving the notification, UAG1 also sends a 
confirmation to the drone. 

Step4: With the same id 2F00::1 and the new locator 
11::2, the drone continues the id-to-id communication with 
the GS. The packets in fly will also be tunneled to the drone 
according to the new locator. 
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Figure 4.  Packet encapsulation process. 
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Figure 5.  Packet decapsulation process. 
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Figure 6.  Handover process in id-to-id communication. 

From the view of the GS, the corresponding node in the 
ID-to-ID communication is always the drone during the 
handover process. Thus, changes of the drone’s location is 
transparent to the upper layers above including TCP/IP, and 
the ID-to-ID connection can be kept continuous.   

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented a drone prototype based on 
the idea of ID/Locator separation in the ION. ID is designed 
as the only identifier of hosts, while the locator is only used 
for routing and packet forwarding. ID-to-ID communication 
is realized between the drone and the ground station. We also 
proposed some protocol principles to define the format, as 
well as encapsulation/decapsulation of id packets. The 
handover process is also designed. 

The basic idea of ID/Locator separation is now widely 
accepted by researchers and Internet organizations such as 
IETF. This prototype shows that this basic idea is a feasible 
and positive way to solve the scaling issue in the current 
Internet Protocol.  
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Abstract—This paper presents the concept of named object
identifiers as the architectural foundation for realizing advanced
services, mobility and security in the future Internet. The pro-
posed named object approach uses unique identifiers for service
definition and end-to-end message delivery, and can be added
as a new layer on top of the IP architecture in a backward-
compatible manner. The proposed ID-based service layer requires
control plane support in the form of a global name resolution
service (GNRS) for dynamic binding of names to network
addresses. The requirements for a generalized and flexible name
resolution service are discussed considering both functional and
performance aspects. Several proposed realizations of the name
resolution service are described, including DMap and Auspice
used in the MobilityFirst future Internet architecture. In con-
clusion, examples are given for some new services supported by
the proposed identifier-based architecture and specific identifier-
based protocol designs, such as mobility, multi-homing, multicast
and context-based services.

Keywords–Future Internet Architecture (FIA); Named services;
Name resolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

The current Internet architecture, which was designed
with fixed hosts in mind, uses IP address to identify both
the users, as well as their location. This overloading of the
namespace, also called location-identity conflation [1], makes
deploying basic services such as mobility or multi-network
access, challenging. End-to-end protocols such as, TCP are
tied to the IP address of an interface which changes as an
end-point moves, causing transport and application sessions
to break. Group based communication to Internet-of-Things
or anycast based cloud service access are important use cases
which currently require overlay networking solutions above
the IP layer and could benefit from improved network layer
services. We believe that it is timely to consider evolving
the IP architecture to support location-independent identifier-
based communications between ”named objects” in order to
realize significant service flexibility and security benefits [1]–
[3]. Separation of names or identities (IDs) from network
address/locator has been proposed in multiple architectures
to facilitate location-independent communication [2]–[6]. Note
that while some architectures use names to denote network-
attached objects, others use identities (IDs), both of which
can be loosely defined as a string defining a communicating
end-point, and, for the purpose of this paper, we use them
interchangeably. Assigning long-lasting unique IDs to different

Figure 1. Named-object abstraction: names can be assigned to any network
connected entity

network entities ranging from end-points to contents will allow
for native support of services on top of any underlying routing
mechanism, including IP. As shown in Figure 1, names are
quite versatile, and can be used to identify any network-
attached object, from traditional end-user devices to IoT groups
(for example, sensors in a smart home), specific content in
information-centric networks, named network entities (such as
access points and routers within a domain) and context, (for
example, vehicles on the New Jersey Turnpike between exits
9 and 10).

The naming layer will be placed between the network
and transport layer, alleviating the need for those layers to
inefficiently support different services like mobility [7] and
multihoming [8]. The packet header will include both the ID
and the routable address(es), allowing for address-based data
traversal within the routers. This will provide a backward-
compatible solution, which can be incrementally-deployable
on top of the current IP-based Internet. The control plane
that enables routing of ID-based packets consists of a globally
reachable name resolution service, which will provide name
to address mapping to end-points, first-hop routers or any core
router depending on the service.

In this paper, we first discuss the necessity of such a global
name resolution service (Section II). Then we identify the
design requirements for realization of a generalized distributed
name resolution service for ID-based networks (Section III).
Next we describe two in-network and one overlay name reso-
lution services developed for the MobilityFirst architecture [4]
and highlight the set of requirements they fulfill (Section IV).
Finally, we explain how such a generic name resolution service
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF EXISTING AND PROPOSED MAPPING
RESOLUTION SYSTEMS

System Mapping resolution Implementation
Domain Name Sys-
tem (DNS)

URL → IP addr Dedicated servers in
application layer

Network address
translation (NAT)

IP addr → IP addr In-network at NAT-
capable routers

MobilityFirst GNRS GUID name → network addr In-network routers
LISP ALT IP addr name → IP addr location Dedicated overlay

servers
Serval Service ID → sock/addr In-network at

Serval-capable
routers

can enable basic mobility or session continuity as well as
advanced services, such as multi-network access, large scale
multicast and context aware services (Section V).

II. NAME RESOLUTION SERVICES

Clearly, the use of identifiers implies the need for an
efficient resolution system that can provide fast and efficient
identity to location translation for all such named objects. In
the current Internet, two similar resolution systems exist. A
distributed globally available Domain Name System (DNS)
translates identities (URLs) to obtain network locations (IP
addresses) [9] and NAT capable routers locally translate private
IP addresses to public IP addresses. However, a key drawback
of existing systems is that they were designed based on the
notion that most entries will either be static or change at a
relatively slow time-scale. Even though DNS has historically
evolved significantly from the time it was based on text files to
sophisticated hierarchically distributed resolvers, it still lacks
the support for the requirements of next generation networks,
i.e. a distributed mapping infrastructure that can scale to orders
of magnitude higher update rates with orders of magnitude
of lower user-perceived latency. Alternatively new designs
for distributed resolution services have been proposed for a
variety of device, content and service oriented communication,
most notably the global name resolution service (GNRS) in
MobilityFirst [10]–[12], the distributed overlay ALT servers
in LISP [13] as well as distributed translation of service
identifiers to interfaces in Serval [14].

Table I summarizes the basic design choices and names-
pace translation of the aforementioned resolution systems.
As shown, each of these resolution systems have their own
implementation logic or APIs, and reside in different layers
of the internet architecture. While they each focus on slightly
different objectives, we believe that it is useful to look into
the fundamental requirements for identity-based networks and
propose a generic name resolution service with a unified
control plane that allows interoperability in the data plane of
existing and proposed ID-based architectures.

III. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

In this section we describe the key requirements from a
resolution system to enable ID oriented future services.

A. Low Update and Response Latency

User perceived latency plays a crucial role in the quality
of experience of any digital commercial service subscribers.
As reported by VMware, typical network latency of about
100 milliseconds is considered acceptable for the usage of

TABLE II. BASIC RESOLUTION SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND API
SEMANTICS

insert(ID, <value set>, opts)
update(ID, <value set>, opts)
query(ID)
delete(ID)

(a) API semantics

Key Value Metadata
ID <values> Opts
... ... ...

(b) Database structure

their office productivity services [15]. In 2006, Amazon found
that every 100 millisecond of added latency reduces sales by
1%. Considering that Amazon’s total revenue in 2006 was
19B+, this would have amounted to a loss of 190M per 100
milliseconds of added latency [16]. Future 5G applications
such as vehicle-to-vehicle safety messaging or real-time mobile
control may require less than one millisecond network latency
to be deployable in practice [17], which mandates future name
resolution systems to be able to return up-to-date responses
within milliseconds.

Note that the network latency includes both the time to
update a mapping and the time to return a correct response to
a querying entity for the mapping. Therefore, the resolution
system should be physically distributed with the distribution
optimized to find the sweet spot of minimizing lookup latency
and update latency. That is, an ideal resolution system should
have potentially all mappings in close network-proximity to
both the entities making inserts and queries. While this could
be practically hard to achieve in some cases, specially if the
entities are topologically far away, it brings forth interesting
challenges on how to optimize distribution based on the
identity of the service itself; for example, vehicle to vehicle
safety communication (∼1 millisecond) vs. locally popular
content caching (10s of milliseconds) vs. globally available
personal cloud storage(∼100 milliseconds).

B. Storage and Load Scalability

There are approximately 4.9 billion global mobile data
users and according to a recent study, over 20% of these users
currently change network addresses over 10 times a day [18].
Cisco has predicted that by 2021, the number of mobile users
will go up to 5.5 billion, whereas the total number of mobile
connected devices could be as high as 12 billion [19]. Even
if the mobile data users follow certain predictable patterns of
mobility, this growth in the number of mobile objects will
generate in the order of 10s of billions of daily updates. This
in turn would require further resources and create additional
workload for the common name resolution infrastructure.

To address these scalability, DNS currently relies heavily
on caching of mapping entries through its hierarchy (local
name servers, authoritative name servers, top level domains)
to help reduce both system load and client-perceived latency.
However, handling mobility at this scale requires up-to-date
responses, which makes caching ineffective (near-zero TTLs).
As a resut, the load and client-perceived latency increase with
the mobility rate. Therefore the proposed resolution system
should be able to scale to orders of magnitude higher storage
and load scalability than existing systems.

C. Extensibility and Flexibility

In order to simplify the deployment of a range of ID based
services, the resolution system should be flexible enough to
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TABLE III. SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FROM A NAME
RESOLUTION SYSTEM

Requirements Goals
Latency Low(<1ms) to medium(100ms) based on service req.

Scalabilty Very high workload(>100B updates per day)
Moderately high storage based on distribution

Implementation In-network and distributed

Semantics

Flexible and scalable information schema
<key, value> pair + supplementary information (optional)

Standardized APIs

Security Attack resilient, access control, flexible policies
Optional confidential info, private instantiations

store multiple kinds of mapping (key→values). For example,
it could capture relationships like grouping between names
by providing name-to-name mapping and recursive resolution
of names. This would not only enable name based multicast
communication but also allow a richer information schema to
be mapped onto names and then stored in the same resolution
system, as explained further in Section V.

The syntax and semantics should also be flexible enough
to support a range of existing and future name based archi-
tectures [4]–[6], which could all utilize the resolution system
as a common control plane, accessible through well-defined
standardized APIs. Therefore, the structure of the database
itself should not be bound to the structure of the names. For
example, HIP [5] and MobilityFirst [4] use flat names, whereas
LISP [6] which utilizes IP addresses, has hierarchical names.
The database should also allow extensible fields or some form
of optional information to be stored per mapping as meta-
data, which could be essential for certain kinds of service
deployments.

Table IIIa highlights the basic API that includes semantics
for inserting a new entry, updating an existing entry, as well as
querying and explicitly deleting of an entry. Although time-to-
live (TTL) based delete could be performed, similar to DNS,
we believe that TTL based designs make it difficult to handle
fast mobility as well as temporary disconnections prevalent in
wireless access scenarios. Table IIIb further shows the database
structure with fields for inserting the ID as the key, a set of
values and optional meta-data.

D. Security and Reliability

The resolution service serves as a database, mapping IDs
to the location of network-attached objects (which may be
correlated to physical locations). Its central role in providing
such name resolution entails security and privacy as important
design considerations. Local or private instantiations and con-
fidential mappings should also be provisioned for. However,
there should not be a single root of trust and strict hierarchical
distributions, since, database placement should be optimized
based on the service requirements, which in most cases is not
closely tied to autonomous systems and network hierarchy. It
is also important to allow access control and flexible policy
support to prevent malicious usage of the infrastructure [20].

Table III summarizes the broad set of functional require-
ments for a generic name resolution system for ID-oriented
communication in the future internet.

IV. GLOBAL NAME RESOLUTION INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
MOBILITYFIRST

MobilityFirst relies heavily on the name resolution service
for advanced network-layer functionalities. This reliance ne-

Figure 2. DMap based insertion and lookup of GUID X to locator mapping

cessitates high performance from the resolution service, which
depends on resolving identifiers to dynamic attributes in a fast,
consistent, and cost-effective manner at Internet scale. Keeping
the above requirements in mind, the project has looked into
alternative designs of the name resolution system [10]–[12],
including both in-network and overlay designs. The Mobil-
ityFirst namespace is flat, with globally unique identifiers
(GUIDs) that can be assigned to any network-attached object,
from individual devices to groups, network routers and ser-
vices, as shown earlier in Figure 1. These GUIDs are 160 bits
and derived from public keys, hence they are self-certifiable
and cryptographically secure. Routing is based on network
addresses with the name resolution system storing up-to-date
mappings between the GUID and its corresponding network
addresses. The data packets are also self-sustained and carry
both the GUID and the routing address in the header. This
ensures in-transit packets to be rebinded by any router along
the path, to a new network address through a mapping re-query,
as and when required (for example, during mobility). All of the
three designs, that is, DMap [10], Auspice [11] and GMap [12],
support the basic APIs for insert, update and querying an entry
based on GUIDs and have similar database structures with
globally distributed implementation and no centralized root of
trust.

DMap: The direct mapping (DMap) design was the first
proposed implementation, which is an in-network approach,
wherein every autonomous system (AS) in the global network
participates in a hashmap based name resolution service in
order to share the workload of hosting GUID to network
address mapping. Figure 2 provides an overview of how DMap
distributes each GUID mapping across K replica servers in the
internet. Assuming the underlying routing to be stable and all
networks to be reachable, DMap hashes every GUID to K
network addresses (which are IP addresses in this example)
and then stores the mapping at those K addresses. Every time
the mapping changes, K update messages are sent to each of
the servers at these locations. Correspondingly, every query for
the current mapping of the GUID is anycasted to the nearest
of the K locations, as shown.

DMap is the simplest of the three designs and it manages
workload balance across all the ASes efficiently. Since uniform
hash functions decide where a mapping is stored, basic DMap
implementation is not suitable for geographically optimized
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mapping placement based on service requirements. However
the focus of this work was on providing a globally available
mapping system with high availability, and moderate latencies,
making it ideal to handle basic mobility and services with
medium latency requirements. Detailed internet scale simula-
tion of DMap shows that with 5 replicas per GUID, the 95th

percentile latency is around 86 milliseconds [10], which is
reasonable for most user-mobility centric applications.

Auspice: The main design goal of Auspice, which uses an
overlay approach above the network layer, is to provide an
automated infrastructure for the placement of geo-distributed
name resolvers in order to reduce update and query latencies to
tens of milliseconds [11]. The two main components of Aus-
pice are the replica controllers, which determine the number
and geo-location of name resolvers, and the name resolvers
(active replicas), which are responsible for maintaining the
identifiers attributes and replying to user-request read or write
operations. Each name is associated to a fixed K number of
replica-controllers and a variable number of active replicas of
the corresponding resolver.
Auspice performs per GUID optimized replica placement with
the replica controllers aggregating update and query frequency
to compute popularity and hence number of replicas of the
mapping required and where to place them. Although the
mapping infrastructure is distributed, Auspice is an overlay
implementation and does not require in-network routers to
participate in sharing the workload. The database design is also
more generic with key as the GUID and the mapping being
expressed as a <type, length, value> field. Therefore, Auspice
can store arbitrary strings as a value mapped onto a GUID.
Auspice also takes into account the resource and latency trade
off in its optimization for replica management. So if more
resources are available, it can decide to disseminate more
replicas per GUID and hence reduce overall lookup latency.
Detailed comparative evaluation shows that Auspice with 5
replicas is comparable to commercially deployed UltraDNS
(16 replicas) and with 15 replicas has 60% lower latency than
UltraDNS. Auspice with 5 replicas is also 1.0 to 24.7 secs
lower than three top-tier managed DNS service providers for
propagating updates globally.

GMap: Finally GMap [12] is an updated version of
DMap, in which the GUID→address mapping is distributed
hierarchically considering geo-location and local popularity.
For each GUID, similar consistent hash functions are used
to assign resolution servers. However for each mapping, the
servers are categorized into local, regional and global sets,
based on geo-locality. Each mapping now gets replicated into
K1 local servers, K2 regional servers and K3 global servers.
Therefore, unlike Auspice, GMap does not require per-GUID
replica optimization, but still achieves better latency than
DMap, at the cost of higher storage workload, due to increased
number of replicas per GUID. In addition, GMap allows
temporary in-network caching of the mapping along the route
between a resolution server and a querying entity, to ensure
future mapping requests for the same GUID to be resolved
faster. Internet-scale simulations show GMap to achieve similar
latency goals of tens of milliseconds as Auspice but with lower
complexity and computation overhead. Table IV summarizes
the key features of each of the designs.

TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF MOBILITYFIRST NAME RESOLUTION
SERVICE IMPLEMENTATIONS

Auspice GMap DMap
Implementation Overlay In-network In-network
Algorithm type Demand-aware

replicated state
machine

Distributed hash
table

Distributed hash
table

Record content GUID to arbitrary
number of values

GUID to
arbitrary values
(recursively
other GUIDs
or Network
Addresses)

GUID to up to
5 NAs, each with
an expiration time
and prioritization
weight

Name server
placement

Geo-located
based on requests

Geo-located
based on physical
location of the
GUID

Not Geo-located,
except 1 local
mapping

Number of repli-
cas per GUID

Based on recent
demand and up-
date frequency

Fixed number;
each GUID has
K1 local, K2
regional, K3
global replicas

Fixed number:
each GUID has
K global, 1 local
replicas

Caching No caching; load
balancing by ad-
justing number of
name servers

Caches response
along the path
from querying
entity and name
server

Future work

V. NAME BASED SERVICES

In this section, we explain how a range of services, namely
mobility, multihoming, multicast and context-aware services
can be supported efficiently, using the concept of “named
object” identity within the network.

A. Host and Network Mobility

Due to the rapid proliferation of mobile users, ranging from
cellphones to drones, mobility should be treated as a first-
class service. One of the most significant use cases for future
networks is supporting mobile data services on a fast scale, like
authentication and dynamic mobility, involving both micro-
level handoff and macro-level roaming. The current approaches
for mobility support such as mobile IP [7] suffer from routing
inefficiency (in terms of latency, overhead and congestion at
service gateways), due to triangular routing through an anchor
point. Mobility can be handled better within a name-based
architecture which is facilitated by a name resolution service
meeting the functional requirements discussed in Section III.

• Baseline: This is the simplest case where on delivery failure,
the packet is re-sent from the original sender’s location.
• Re-bind (also called “late binding”): When a delivery fails,

the name resolution service is queried for an updated loca-
tion and the packet is forwarded from the current network
address, instead of the original sender’s location.
• Last Known: This is an extension to the ‘re-bind’ case. The

main difference is observed when the user is disconnected
and the current location is not available in the name resolu-
tion service. In such a case while the ‘re-bind’ scheme holds
the packet, waiting for a location update, the ‘last known’
scheme forwards the packet to the last known location in
the GNRS. We expect the user to be closer to his previously
known location when compared to the location of the sender.
• Ideal: This scheme represents best possible scenario. Using

prediction schemes with the information available in the
name resolution service it is possible to get closer to the
performance of the ideal case.
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Figure 3. Overview of multihoming supported by a globally-available name
resolution service

B. Multi-homed traffic engineering

Multihoming can natively be supported by a name-based
architecture. A multi-homed device is simultaneously attached
to more than one service network. The separation of names
and addresses allows for a device or group name to be bound
to a dynamic set of multiple network addresses, denoting the
points of attachment of the device to the network. In-network
multipath routing is enabled using a global name resolution
service as follows: the first hop router that receives a packet
destined to another endpoint’s name queries the name reso-
lution service for the locations of that name. After receiving
the reply from the service, the first hop router appends all
the network addresses associated with the receiver’s ID to the
packet. As data packets traverse through the core network, the
routers forward the packets until a branching point is reached.
This branching point is the router that faces different next hops
for the various network addresses and can dynamically change
in case of mobility. This bifurcation router can be programmed
to schedule the data on each path according to link quality
metrics or policies inserted by the multi-homed endpoints. The
link quality metric can utilize cross-layer information from link
layer protocols or a feedback mechanism from edge wireless
networks. This service can be enabled on top of IP as well,
with some limitations on performance, considering the lack of
path quality information in current mainstream network and
link layer protocols. An overview of how a distributed name
resolution service which serves the functional goals discussed
earlier can facilitate multihoming is shown in Figure 3.

These approaches have been shown to boost the per-
formance of multihoming compared with current end-to-end
approaches such as MPTCP [21], [22]. The extensible fields
as metadata for each identifier in the name resolution service
can further allow for storing fine-grained expressive policy
information about the multi-path connection, e.g., prefer WiFi
to LTE; or use WiFi for delay-tolerant downloads and LTE for
delay-sensitive traffic, etc.

C. Large-scale multicast

Internet applications like video streaming, online gaming
and social networks, e.g. Twitter, often require dissemination
of the same piece of information to multiple consumers at
the same time. While multicast routing protocols have long
been available, most of these applications rely on unicast based

Figure 4. Name based multicast with recursive name lookups using the name
resolution service

solutions without support from the network. Using appropri-
ate multicast routing solutions would help, however, existing
network-layer multicast solutions (e.g., PIM-SM [23], MO-
SPF [24]) have not been widely adopted, mainly because issues
with scalability and coordination across multiple domains. In
view of the shortcomings of existing schemes, a network-layer
multicast solution, that utilizes the named-object abstraction
was designed as part of the MobilityFirst project. In this
design, names are used to identify a multicast group, as well
as the multicast tree itself and can be stored and managed in a
distributed fashion through the name resolution infrastructure.
As shown in Figure 4, a multicast service-manager computes
the multicast tree and assigns GUIDs to each of the branching
routers of the tree. This tree is then stored in the resolution
service in a recursive manner, wherein each branching router
maps onto the next set of downstream branching points along
with their network addresses, with the leaves of the tree being
the names of the actual devices subscribed to the multicast
group. Data packets are sent encapsulated from one branching
point to the next, with the outer header containing the GUID
and network addresses of the branching router, whereas the
inner header containing GUID of the multicast group. Our
detailed simulations in [25] show that name-based multicast
scales elegantly as the group size and network size increase
compared to inter-domain IP multicast [26].

D. Next-generation context-aware services

Finally, using the same name abstraction and the name
resolution service, we would like to highlight how a rich
set of context-aware services can be supported. Figure 5
shows one such context, where a survivor wants to send a
message to ”firemen dealing with incident X”. As shown in
the figure, the information layer is very rich and can in-
clude a complicated graph of relationships, including incident
hierarchy (all incidents→incident X→X Fire), geographical
hierarchy (US→<NJ, CA>), responder relationships (first
responders→<police, firemen>) and so on. However, these
can be mapped onto a flat naming plane using GUIDs through
an object resolution service, as shown. Therefore, the infor-
mation schema can be flat with no relationships (for example,
individual devices), strictly hierarchical (for example, content
names in a content centric network [27]) or a mix of all of
the above (such as Wikipedia categories [28]), but can still be
efficiently mapped into a flat namespace, by cleanly separating
the information-space from the namespace. Next the name
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Figure 5. Context-aware services: Mapping a message, Send (”Fireman
dealing with incident X”, ”Help message”) from a survivor using names

resolution service can be updated to map these GUIDs to
network addresses or recursively to other GUIDs.

The end-points do not need to be aware of the separation
or the relationships, which can be handled by specific service
managers related to each service. For example, in Figure 5,
a disaster-management service manager, can determine the
information schema, assign GUIDs and update the object
resolvers and the name resolvers, such that when a survivor
sends a contextual message (send to all all firemen handling
incident X), the application on the end-host maps this context
to an appropriate GUID and the network in-turn maps this
GUID to an appropriate set of network addresses and anycasts
or multicasts the message based on the service requirements.
Ongoing work in MobilityFirst is focused on efficient design
of the object resolvers and the name assignment services for
enabling efficient contextual delivery use-cases. [29]

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper identifies the key set of requirements for
a generic resolution service as a unified control plane for
identifier-based architectures. Three alternative implementa-
tions of a global name resolution infrastructure were described
and compared in terms of their design choices and trade-offs.
Finally, the paper explained how advanced services such as
mobility, multihoming and multicast and context-aware ser-
vices can be supported using named-object service abstractions
along with an efficient name resolution service.
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Abstract—This paper reviews basic IoT architectures, the 

corresponding evolution at different stages, and presents 

generalized IoT interoperations under the trend of cross-silo 
and cross-ecosystem communications. In line with these trends 

and requirements, ID Oriented Networking, with the detailed 

background and implementation framework, is elaborated, 

which contributes to achieve unified IoT communications in 

future networks. Specifically, ION has the following key 
components: Network Mapping System, ID Management 

System, and ID Relationship Management System. And 

additionally, ION is able to naturally support universal 

mobility of IoT terminals and enhance intrinsic security of IoT 

networks, while also can facilitate internetworking of all 
virtual and physical things over distinct domains, for a fully 

connected world. At the end of this paper, the merits, 

challenges and future work of ION are briefly discussed as well.  

Keywords- Internet of Things; IoT; Identifier Locator Split; 

ID Oriented Networking; ION; Cross-Silo; Cross-Eco.  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things (IoT) originates from RFID 

(Radio Frequency IDentification) and relevant technologies 
in 1980s, which is formally coined as IoT in 1999 [1]. Since 

then, the IoT paradigm has evolved in several generations, 
from the vast usage of tagged things and sensor networks [2], 

to ubiquitously connected smart things over Internet [2][3], 
and to recently proposed socialized and cloudified internet of 

things [4][5]. Along with such evolution direction, IoT is 

envisioned to become a global infrastructure that is able to 
interconnect everything in the world, which finally fulfills 

the objective of Everything as a Service (EaaS) [6]. 
As surveyed in the literature [2]-[7], the essential 

components of IoT should consist of: physical things with 
unique identifiers (IDs) for data capturing and local storage; 

routing mechanism for remote storage and processing; 

protocols for interoperability and service provision; and 
trustworthiness among things for security and privacy. 

Recently, virtualized entities become a prominent feature or 
candidate component of IoT‟s further evolution, which 

associates the Real World Objects (RWOs) with Virtual 
World Objects (VWOs) [8], for improved communication 

response and efficiency. All these components are widely 
practiced in various scenarios such as wearables, smart home,  

smart city, connected cars, supply chain, cyber physical 

system, and so forth. 
Furthermore, lots of IoT Alliances or Groups have been 

emerg ing in the past few years, such as oneM2M established 

in 2012, Thread launched in 2014, and Open Connectivity 

Foundation (OCF) newly formed in 2016 [7]. The typical 
feature, in the infancy of these alliances or groups, is to unite 

distinctly siloed IoT enabling technologies  for achieving full 
interoperability, inside their respective ecosystems. However, 

for IoT to be consumed in a ubiquitous manner and be 
always accessible, these ecosystems are also required to 

communicate with each other. Henceforth, referred to as 

cross-ecosystem or cross-eco, this paper concentrates on 
providing mechanisms to enable cross -silo and cross-eco 

communications, in a fully connected IoT world. 
In line with aforementioned application scenarios and 

tendencies, the vision of a smart world can be imagined, 
where cross-silo and cross-eco interconnections become 

pervasive as a hidden infrastructure. As a result, for 
achieving this vision, this paper introduces the concept of ID 

Oriented Networking (ION), and its specific usage for 

globally unified IoT communications, while all IoT terminals 
are assumed to be with intelligence in a foreseen trend. 

The remainder is organized as follows: in Section II, the 
IoT architectures are briefly reviewed, with current IoT 

interoperation status. Then, the ION is elaborated in detail in 
Section III, with the corresponding building blocks , 

implementation framework, essential merits, and key 

features for IoT interoperability. Afterwards, Section IV 
discusses the challenges and future work, and Section V 

finally concludes this paper.  

II. ARCHITECTURE, EVOLUTION AND INTEROPERATION 

This section firstly reviews traditional IoT architectures 
which are prominent in industry and academy, then the 

evolution directions of IoT in the past decades are described. 
After which, a summary for the current status of generalized 

IoT interoperations is presented. Finally, the trend of cross-
silo and cross-eco IoT communications is highlighted. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). 

A. IoT Architecture Review 

Traditionally, the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 
and its variants are designed for IoT [2], which generally  has 
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four layers (Sensing, Network, Service, and Interface layers). 

As shown in Fig.1 [2], the sensing layer normally contains a 
variety of hardware objects (e.g., RFID tags, sensors  and 

actuators), for acquiring data. The network layer practically 
facilitates the data transfer over wired or wireless networks. 

In addition, the service layer generates and manages services 
whenever required. Lastly, the interface layer presents 

universal methods that are used by specific applications. 

Besides this fundamental SOA design, there proposed lots of 
IoT architectures, with distinct focuses on the applied 

scenarios [7]. Among which, IoT-A reference model forms a 
sophisticated architecture, with hundreds of practical IoT 

requirements into consideration [9]. 

  
Figure 2.  Evolution of Internet of Things (IoT). 

B. IoT Evolution 

As aforementioned, the term of Internet of Things (IoT) 

formally emerges in 1999 [1], which main ly builds on the 

previously developed RFID technologies. Since then, IoT‟s 
connotation has been continuously expanding, in particular, 

the corresponding IoT evolution is briefed  in Fig. 2, in line 
with our analysis. The first generation of IoT is early 

contributed by the RFID technology, which connects things 
by RFID tags and transfers data relevant to the things being 

tagged, for generating meaningful information flows (e.g., 

for Supply Chain Management). Furthermore, other IoT 
connectivity technologies are devised [7], including 

Bluetooth, ZigBee, Z-Wave and so forth, for satisfying 
vertical applications, as exemplified by connected things 

indoor or outdoor. However, these distinguished verticals 
cannot be operable with each other, since they are addressed 

by different identifiers and interconnected by different 

mechanisms or protocols [2]. Thus, in the second generation, 
different vertical technologies usually resort to a gateway for 

protocol translation, so as to enable cross -silo IoT 
communications at local scale. Recently, adaption layers are 

developed (e.g., 6LoWPAN) for further extending vertical 
IoT domains to be connected with the Internet, which 

becomes Web of Things after Non-IP and IP convergence [3]. 
As a result, siloed IoT enabling technologies are able to be 

interconnected globally via the Internet. 

There is also a tendency towards evolution of IoT to be 
socialized and cloudified. Accordingly, socialized means IoT 

terminals tend to establish social links just as humans do [4], 
cloudified implies to build  virtual counterparts of physical 

things in the cloud and to be equipped with cloud computing 
technologies [5]. The rationales behind such a tendency are 

multifold : Thing-to-Thing connections are expected to far 

exceed Human-to-Human connections in near future; Thing-
to-Thing connections are also becoming more intelligent and 

autonomous, with little or no human intervention; Moreover, 

the data associated with ubiquitously intelligent things and 
their interconnections will continue exponentially increasing, 

which finally leads to a large share of IoT data in the cloud. 
Thus, everything will be intelligent to smartly associate 

themselves with other things, for on-demand requirements in 
various applications, which may even resemble human-to-

human interactions to formulate thing-to-thing communities 

with autonomy. The Social IoT (SIoT) is then proposed [4], 
for systematically describing thing-to-thing relationships and 

interactions, along with some essential functionalities. 
Similarly, cloudified IoT solutions are also implemented by 

different platforms, for integrated data analytics and 
management over IoT entities [5]. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3.  Generalized IoT  Interoperations. 

C. Current State of Generalized IoT Interoperations 

As previously described for the trend of IoT evolution, 

IoT-based interactions tend to become pervasive, anytime 
and anywhere, which is not merely for simple data collection 

but for meaningful service-oriented control. However, in real 
word, there exist entirely different demands for and types of 

IoT interoperations, in the manners of Thing-to-Thing and 
Human-to-Thing connections. 

To be more specific, some IoT terminals with fixed  

positions serve for collecting data locally or remotely, which 
is usually for centralized data storage and analytics along 

with few associated actuations (e.g., sensor configuration in 
remote metering). However, in lot of scenarios, especially 

with the involvement of human and smart things (i.e., 
generalized IoT terminals with intelligence), the nearby or 

remote interactions are aimed for achieving certain services. 

Without loss of generality, a smart device as the intelligent 
IoT terminal is exemplified in Fig. 3, for human-involved 

control on potential interconnections with terminals in a  
home network, which normally  needs an application running 

in the device as control interface. In Fig. 3, six service-
oriented control manners are illustrated with sequential 

numbers, which are briefly explained below one by one: 

① Direct Point-to-Point (P2P) Operation: In the first case, 

the device is able to directly control the surrounding 
devices via P2P connections, which may use Wi-Fi 

Direct, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), Near Field 

Communications (NFC) [7]. In this P2P mode, the 
signal flows are not redirected from any other third 

parties, and are often used for content sharing, direct 
actuation, wireless payment. 
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② Interaction via Adjacent Gateway: The device also can 

go through a nearby gateway to control other IoT 
terminals, while the gateway practically  shields the 

difference among different IoT technologies such as 
Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Z-Wave. As in Fig. 3, this is a typical 

scenario for s mart home or s mart office. Note that, for 
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), there still uses a 

gateway for collecting data from all sensor nodes 

through specific IoT enablers, however the interactions 
are much less as compared to smart home case. 

③ Remote Operation via Internet: Besides the above two 
cases for proximity control, the device is able to operate 

remote IoT terminals through traditional Internet, such 
as turning on the air conditioner at home on the road. 

④ Interaction via Operator’s Gateway: With the arising of 
Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) 

technologies in recent years, the device is entitled to 

directly connect various IoT terminals at home v ia the 
operator‟s gateway at a remote distance (e.g., 10km 

away from home), which resembles the home gateway 
in the second case but with much longer operation 

distance. Note that these LPWAN technologies are also 
known as cellu lar IoT enablers, which are embodied by 

NB-IoT, LoRa, SigFox and so forth [10]. 

⑤ Remote Operation via Cloud: The cloud service is now 
integrated with IoT technologies at different levels, 

which is in line with three cloud types in particular, 
known as public, private, and hybrid services. These 

cloud-based services enable centralized control over 
IoT terminals with data view and data analytics, 

regardless of the distance. As a result, the device can 

easily control remote IoT terminals through the cloud 
services, with hidden underlying IoT technologies. 

⑥ Operation via Over The Top (OTT) Applications: The 
human social network applications, like WeChat, 

Whatsapp, Facebook, are penetrating into all domains 
of our daily life, including controlling IoT terminals as 

well. For instance, WeChat is able to perform wireless 
payment and remote control over smart devices now, 

and Facebook also can adjust IoT terminal behavior 

through aforementioned Web of Things. This type of 
OTT-based operation is actually built upon individual 

vertical ecosystems with hybrid usage of previous cases. 

Note that all the above six interoperation manners 

continuously generate data, which fully demonstrates the 
IoT‟s demand of being integrated with advanced cloud 

services, forming Cloud of Things (CoT) [5]. 

D. Trend of Cross-Silo and Cross-Eco IoT 

Communications 

In Section I, the fundamental concept of cross -silo and 

cross-eco IoT communications is briefly introduced. In this 
sub-section, a more detailed view is presented in Fig. 4, for 

elaborating such trend for IoT interoperability. Specifically, 
in Fig. 4 - (a), it shows the current status of IoT industrial 

layers with protocol stack, from which, it can be observed 
that there generally exist two types of IoT channels. One 

type covers relatively long distance, such as LoRa, SigFox, 

NB-IoT, which are known as LPWAN. Meanwhile, the 

others target on short distance connectivity like Bluetooth, 

ZigBee, Z-Wave. Obviously, these distinct IoT enabling 
technologies result in siloed operations in various applicable 

scenarios. Thus, to eliminate the underlying differences 
below Transport layer, an Adaptation layer can be utilized to 

link Non-IP and IP enablers with the Internet, the cloud or 
simply  the centralized applications for achieving cross -silo 

IoT communications. As shown in Fig. 4 – (b), in  line with 

previous philosophy, lots of ecosystems are established 
accordingly, such as Apple HomeKit, Google Weave, Open 

Interconnect Consortium, AllSeen Alliance and so forth, for 
IoT interoperations in Application layer or in Cloud. 

However, these independently formulated ecosystems 
become individual bigger silos at their infancies. As a result, 

for fulfilling the vision of complete interoperability of IoT, 
the trend of cross-eco communications is arising recently, 

which is diversely through merging, liaison, asset transfer, or 

interworking protocols as explicitly illustrated in Fig. 4 – (c) 
for exemplify ing the newly formed Open Connectivity 

Foundation (OCF). Note that Huawei has established its own 
IoT ecosystem, which consists of OpenLife Platform, HiLink 

Protocol, LiteOS, and IoT chipsets. 
Based on the observations in Fig. 4, we have proposed a 

generalized type of internetworking denoted as  ION, which 

adopts the identifier locator split framework and constructs 
an additional layer below Transport layer for horizontally 

universal connections, including cross-silo/eco IoT cases. 
The following section will introduce the details of ION. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  Trend of Cross-Silo and Cross-Eco IoT Communications. 

III. ID ORIENTED NETWORKING 

This section introduces ID Oriented Networking (ION) 

concept and architecture in detail, with the background, 

implementation framework, essential merits, and relevance 

to cross-silo and cross-eco IoT communications. 

A. ION Background   

Future networks need to satisfy many demanding 
requirements such as high throughput, extremely low latency, 

flexible mobility, intrinsic security, networking automation, 
and so forth. Recently, at the European Telecommunications 

Standards Institute (ETSI) Next Generation Protocol (NGP) 
forum [11], Huawei introduced IP2020 which aims  to meet 

these requirements for various future life scenarios (e.g., 

autonomous driving, tactile internet, AR/VR). IP2020 is a 
holistic solution that includes a high-throughput transport 
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layer, Self-X networking automation, intrinsic network 

security and ID Oriented Networking. 

 
Figure 5.  ID Oriented Networking (ION) Overview. 

B. ION Overview 

As shown in Fig. 5, ION follows the idea of Identifier 
(ID) and Locator Sp lit  (ILS) in general [12]. As is well 

known, the traditional Internet Protocol (IP) address assumes 
overloaded semantics of being both endpoint identifier and 

routing locator. Over past years, several proposals have been 
formulated to decouple the IP into two layers, which 

contributes to ID and IP layers as shown in Fig. 5 [11]. The 

IP layer aligns with the successful Internet practices to 
establish global reachability while ID layer performs 

functions essential for an endpoint‟s identity. The ID layer in 
ION framework has three components: Network Mapping 

System (NMS) for translating ID to locator whenever 
queried; ID Management System (IDMS) for centralized or 

distributed management of universal identifiers; ID 
Relationship Management System (IDRMS) for maintaining 

proper relations among ID-labeled physical or v irtual entities. 

In addition, the data or information associated with all these 
indentified entities should be managed as well, which might 

resort to cloud-based solutions for vast data storage and 
analytics and is currently beyond the scope of ION. 

As previously mentioned, the idea behind ILS is not 
novel for usage in ION, which can be observed in many 

existing ILS research [12]. In the literature, identifiers could 

be categorized into three classes: IDs over pure IP addresses 
having different connotations, as in LISP and ILNP; flat IDs 

based on PKI with self-certify ing features, including HIP and 
MobilityFirst; hierarchical or hybrid IDs, as designed in 

RANGI [13]. Moreover, for translating ID to locator, many 
mapping systems are proposed accordingly, such as RVS for 

HIP and GNRS for MobilityFirst, while our previous work 

presents a comprehensive summary as well [14].   

C. ION Implementation Framework (IONIF) 

In this sub-section, an ION Implementation Framework 

(IONIF) towards globally unified IoT communications is 

elaborated. IONIF is the realization of ION architecture, 
which integrates ID management, NMS, and IP reachability, 

to deliver ID aware networks. Applications benefit from ID 
aware transport using ID-oriented API, and the enabled 

sockets are location agnostic and can preserve end-to-end 
connections even the underlying locator layer attributes 

change. As in Fig. 6, the IONIF has four layers, which are 

locator, ID, ID-oriented socket API, and application layers, 
which comply with the previously layered ION overview.  

 
Figure 6.  ION Implementation Framework (IONIF).  

More specifically, the locator layer aims at achieving 

global connectivity via locator-based addressing and routing. 
As shown in Fig. 5, the most promising candidate of such 

global connectivity locator should be IP and its variants, 
which specify the destinations for packet-based deliveries [2].  

The ID layer, as the core of IONIF, presents  unique features 

for building flexible on-demand relationships horizontally, 
and satisfying upper layers‟ demands vertically. With the 

assistance of a global-scale ID Management System (IDMS), 
a worldwide unified ID management can be realized, which 

potentially supports distinct ID formats as well. Along with 
IDMS, on-demand relationships are created and managed 

according to specific application requirements in ID 
Relationship Management System (IDRMS), in a proactive 

or reactive manner. Furthermore, IDMS and IDRMS could 

be integrated to manage the identifiers with their respective 
semantic attributes and relationships, such as ID „A‟ 

indicates a refrigerator associating with other entities  in Fig.6.   
Furthermore, as previously observed in Fig. 5, the access 

and IoT hardware heterogeneity has been shielded by the 
function of unified access and adaptation, thus the ID layer is 

able to enable Radio  Access Technology (RAT) agnostic 

functions such as ID-based access control, ID-enabled 
privacy protection, ID-aware AAA, and other policies. In 

addition, for properly locating communication endpoints and 
supporting RAT-agnostic mobility management, NMS is 

dynamically used to map identifiers to locators. The NMS 
may be maintained by dedicated organizations, working in 

centralized or h ierarchical decentralized manner, resembling 

the traditional DNS or some new design paradigms [14]-[16].  
Above the ID layer, there exists an ID-oriented socket 

API for ID-aware data transmissions, which provides the 
interface to application layer and has adaptability to lower-

layer ID-based on-demand relationships. Moreover, in 
application layer, individual applications may request to 

establish tailored relationships for their operating things 
through this ID-oriented API. For example, a control 

application for home appliances, including refrigerator, air 

conditioner, thermostat etc., requires to build a same-owner 
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relationship among these appliances belonging to different 

manufacturers. Note that some fundamental Thing-to-Thing 
relationships are well investigated in Social IoT (SIoT) [4], 

which can be referred to for relation establishment in IONIF. 
As illustrated in Fig. 6, the horizontal relationship for an 

IoT community may further embrace a new feature of 
automatic relation-aware self-expansion, which determines 

useful and useless relationships for upper layer services by 

dynamically enrolling new members or removing existing 
members in a relational cluster. For instance, the relation 

formulated by pointer ①  for one application could be 

expanded to a renewed relation initiated by the same 

application, through involving new members with updated 
relations. Alternatively, individual applications with different 

services may also activate distinct relationships having 

partially shared members, as pointed by ① and ② for two 

applications sharing three common members. For IONIF, 
these horizontal ID-based relationships are maintained in 

IDRMS, being assisted by IDMS. 
Currently, the IONIF is still under development and 

refinement, and its core implementation components 

presented in this sub-section are able to accelerate global 
connectivity for unified IoT communications in near future. 

In which, Thing-to-Thing relations are maintained just like 
human society, and these things‟ relations are expected to be 

further intertwined with human behavior and services. 

D. ION for IoT Interoperations 

Based on above description, IONIF shows the potential 

for the future IoT interoperations in Fig. 7, other than 

integrated operations in the application layer. Previously, the 
IoT evolution has shown the trend towards cross-silo and 

cross-eco communications. In near future, with the help of 
ION, a unified IoT cross operation could be easily built upon 

ID layer, facilitating all the actions demonstrated in Fig. 3. In 
particular, regardless of IoT enabling technologies (e.g., 

Bluetooth, Z-Wave, LoRa, etc.), the universal adaptation 

layer normalizes the data transmitted among different IoT 
verticals, and further enables the connection with IP layer for 

global reachability. In addition, IDs defined in ION can 
persistently label all communication endpoints, without 

considering their specific routing locations. Note that the 
dynamic binding from ID to IP for smooth data transmission 

could be at the level of individual things supporting IP or at 
the level of IoT gateways with local locators other than IP.  

As a result, the heterogeneity of IoT technologies become 

hidden beneath ID layer, as in Figures 5 and 6, and upper 
services can request any type of on-demand relationship over 

IoT terminals, which fully satisfies the future trend. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7.  ION for ID-based IoT Communications. 

E. ION Merits 

As shown in Figures 5-7, the merits of introducing ION 

for IoT interoperations, other than the present IoT integration 
in application layer, are multifold, which are concisely 

summarized below: 

 Labels of Communication Entities: Currently, the 
communication identifiers of IoT terminals are in  

different formats in individual IoT enabling technologies. 

Thus, a unified identifier naming paradigm is highly 
desirable in the ID layer as shown in Figures 5-7, for 

consistent labeling of communicating IoT entities across 
various domains or ecosystems. Although this unified 

identifier could be a long-term multilateral effort, there 
exist a few trials of promoting such type of identifier [13], 

[15]-[17]. For example, a PKI-based hash value in binary 
format may be used as a unique 128-b it identifier as 

suggested in RANGI scheme [13]. 

 Intrinsic Security: Besides the link-level security in 
pairing stage of individual IoT technologies (e.g., 

Bluetooth and ZigBee), an intrinsic level of security built  
upon Identity Based Signature (IBS) scheme is under 

development, for the purpose of enforcing future 
mobility security, network trust, and identity and key 

management [11]. As expected, authentication before 

establishing a transport layer connection may close many 
security holes nowadays in TCP/IP protocols, while 

further reducing the burden of deep packet inspection and 
the consequent overhead [18]. 

 Mobility Support for IoT Terminals: ION largely  
follows the ILS paradigm, as described in previous 

sections, it thus naturally supports mobility of IoT 
terminals. Note that the fundamental principle behind 

mobility support is consistent communication identifiers 

regardless of location changes [12]. 

 Social Community of Things: This is a prominent 

feature in line with IoT evolution in Section II, as Thing-
to-Thing interconnections become pervasive. Based on 

the observation in Fig. 6, a social community with on-
demand relationships among smart things could be 

established upon specific service requests. Meanwhile, 
such social community can be managed similarly as 

human society, with dynamic enrollment or removal and 

intelligent interaction, for achieving valued-added 
functions in autonomy. 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

For ION utilizat ion in large scale, many challenges are 

inevitable in  front, and are briefly  discussed in this section, 
for the purpose of future work.  

As highlighted in Fig. 6 for IONIF, two essential 
elements of ION, i.e., IDMS and IDRMS, are logically 

intertwined for managing the universal identifiers and their 
on-demand relationships. However, unifying distinguished 

identifier formats of various IoT regimes under a single 

framework may  take unexpected effort to achieve, and the 
consensus over atomic relat ionship definition for IoT 

terminals may encounter similar difficulty. Thus, the ID 
format defin ition with various ID support should be revisited, 
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along their potentially dynamic relationships in a socialized 

community. Meanwhile, an extended universal adaptation 
plane might be utilized to bridge existing siloed identifier 

domains, based on the adaptation layer shown in Fig. 7, 
which also needs a further study. 

As noticed, ION naturally support mobility due to 
constant communication identifiers, however, the mapping 

from identifier to locator may take additional time and 

becomes a new bottleneck. Thus, the NMS in ION should be 
further explored to fully support mobility of IoT terminals in 

distinct scenarios, which may accommodate all current ID 
formats in a unified way. Accordingly, an IDEAS group has 

been recently formulated in IETF, with the target of new 
mapping system design with novel principles and proof-of-

concept verifications for ILS schemes in general [19]. As a 
result, a generalized IoT mobility may be enhanced through 

a united endeavor over NMS design in near future. 

Furthermore, the security imposed by ION over IoT 
communications should be well designed so as to enable all-

round protections. As aforementioned, IoT security can be 
boosted after the introduction of ION in ID layer for future 

networks. However, since the interconnections and the 
accompanying data with the IoT terminals continue to be 

dramatically increasing, the security in every phase could be 

threatened, which occurs either in cross layer or in a hybrid 
manner. Thus, formulating a holistic security scheme, with 

consideration of identification, authentication, integrity, 
privacy, trust, safety, reliability, responsiveness, immunity, 

autonomy and so forth, is always a challenging work for 
candidate research [18]. 

ION socket, for broadly enabling ION implementation, 

may require modifications on host side. Thus, the problem of 
smooth adoption of ION in large scale, with minimum 

impacts on other layers is worthwhile to be further examined. 
The viable solutions might be either through a middleware 

for properly linking legacy and ION-based transmissions, or 
through an ID-aware socket that understands intrinsic 

connotations when legacy and ION-based IDs are actually 
utilized.  

As previously observed in IoT evolution, integrating IoT 

technologies with cloud computing is also a desirable trend 
for ION to serve IoT practices with hugely manageable data 

behind identifiers. Thus, hierarchical cloud enabled (i.e., 
fog/edge/core clouds) IoT under ION framework is a 

valuable extension as well. 
In summary, for achieving unified IoT communications, 

the functional components and key enabling technologies 

under the proposed ION framework are of importance for 
future refinement and study.    

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the basic IoT architectures with its 

evolution stages are firstly introduced, which is followed by 
the driving forces and trends for cross-silo and cross-eco IoT 

interoperations. Subsequently, ID Oriented Networking (ION) 
with the corresponding background, core functional 

components, and implementation framework are elaborated. 

Finally, the merits and future work are briefly discussed.  
Overall, a smart world with unified communications 

under ION framework is imaginable, where generalized 
intelligent things in all types are agilely interconnected for 

providing integrated services to numerous local and global 
demanders.  
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Abstract—Replication is widely used to enhance the reliability
of storage systems and protect data from device failures. The
effectiveness of the replication scheme has been evaluated based
on the Mean Time to Data Loss (MTTDL) and the Expected
Annual Fraction of Data Loss (EAFDL) metrics. To provide high
data reliability at high storage efficiency, modern systems employ
advanced erasure coding redundancy and recovering schemes.
This article presents a general methodology for obtaining the
EAFDL and MTTDL of erasure coded systems analytically for
the symmetric, clustered and declustered data placement schemes.
Our analysis establishes that the declustered placement scheme
offers superior reliability in terms of both metrics. The analytical
results obtained enable the derivation of the optimal codeword
lengths that maximize the MTTDL and minimize the EAFDL.

Keywords–Reliability metric; MTTDL; EAFDL; RAID; MDS
codes; Information Dispersal Algorithm; Prioritized rebuild.

I. INTRODUCTION

The reliability of storage systems is affected by data losses
due to device and component failures, including disk and node
failures. Permanent loss of data is prevented by deploying
redundancy schemes that enable data recovery. However, addi-
tional device failures that may occur during rebuild operations
could lead to permanent data losses. Over the years, several
redundancy and recovery schemes have been developed to
enhance the reliability of storage systems. These schemes
offer different levels of reliability, with varying corresponding
overheads due to the additional operations that need to be
performed, and different levels of storage efficiencies that
depend on the additional amount of redundant (parity) data
that needs to be stored in the system.

The effectiveness of the redundancy schemes has been
evaluated predominately based on the Mean Time to Data
Loss (MTTDL) metric. Closed-form reliability expressions are
typically obtained using Markov models with the underlying
assumption that the times to component failures and the rebuild
times are independent and exponentially distributed [1-13].
Recent work has shown that these results also hold in the
practical case of non-exponential failure time distributions.
This was achieved based on a methodology for obtaining
MTTDL that does not involve any Markov analysis [14]. The
MTTDL metric has been used extensively to assess tradeoffs,
to compare schemes and to estimate the effect of various
parameters on system reliability [15-18].

To cope with data losses encountered in the case of
distributed and cloud storage systems, data is replicated and
recovery mechanisms are used. For instance, Amazon S3 is
designed to provide 99.999999999% (eleven nines) durability
of data over a given year [19]. Similarly, Facebook [20],
LinkedIn [21] and Yahoo! [22] consider the amount of data
lost in given periods. To address this issue, a recent work

has introduced the Expected Annual Fraction of Data Loss
(EAFDL) metric [23]. It has also presented a methodology
for deriving this metric analytically in the case of replication-
based storage systems, where user data is replicated r times
and the copies are stored in different devices. As an alternative
to replication, storage systems use advanced erasure codes
that provide a high data reliability as well as a high storage
efficiency. The use of such erasure codes can be traced back
to as early as the 1980s when they were applied in systems
with redundant arrays of inexpensive disks (RAID) [1][2]. The
RAID-5, RAID-6 and replication-based systems are special
cases of erasure coded systems. State-of-the-art data storage
systems [24][25] employ more general erasure codes, where
the choice of the codes used greatly affects the performance,
reliability, and storage and reconstruction overhead of the
system. In this article, we focus on the reliability assessment
of erasure coded systems and how the choice of codes affects
the reliability in terms of the MTTDL and EAFDL metrics.

The MTTDL of erasure coded systems has been obtained
analytically in [26]. To reduce the amount of data lost, it is
imperative to assess not only the frequency of data loss events,
which is obtained through the MTTDL metric, but also the
amount of data lost, which is expressed by the EAFDL metric
[23]. The EAFDL and MTTDL metrics provide a useful profile
of the size and frequency of data losses. Towards that goal, we
present a general framework and methodology for deriving
the EAFDL analytically, along with the MTTDL, for the
case of erasure coded storage systems. The model developed
captures the effect of the various system parameters as well
as the effect of various codeword placement schemes, such as
clustered, declustered, and symmetric data placement schemes.
The results obtained show that the declustered placement
scheme offers superior reliability in terms of both metrics. We
also investigate the effect of the codeword length and identify
the optimal values that offer the best reliability.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the storage system model and the correspond-
ing parameters considered. Section III presents the general
framework and methodology for deriving the MTTDL and
EAFDL metrics analytically for the case of erasure coded
systems. Closed-form expressions for the symmetric, clus-
tered, and declustered placement schemes are derived. Section
IV compares these schemes and establishes that the declus-
tered placement scheme offers superior reliability. Section V
presents a thorough comparison of the reliability achieved
by the declustered placement scheme under various codeword
configurations. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.

II. STORAGE SYSTEM MODEL

The storage system considered comprises n storage devices
(nodes or disks), with each device storing an amount c of data,
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TABLE I. NOTATION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Definition

n number of storage devices
c amount of data stored on each device
l number of user-data symbols per codeword (l ≥ 1)
m total number of symbols per codeword (m > l)
(l, m) MDS-code structure
s symbol size
k spread factor of the data placement scheme
b reserved rebuild bandwidth per device
1/λ mean time to failure of a storage device

seff storage efficiency of redundancy scheme (seff = l/m)
U amount of user data stored in the system (U = seff n c)
r̃ minimum number of codeword symbols lost that lead to an irrecov-

erable data loss (r̃ = m − l + 1 and 2 ≤ r̃ ≤ m)
1/µ time to read (or write) an amount c of data at a rate b from (or to)

a device (1/µ = c/b)

such that the total storage capacity of the system is n c. Modern
data storage systems use various forms of data redundancy
to protect data from device failures. When devices fail, the
redundancy of the data affected is reduced and eventually lost.
To avoid irrecoverable data loss, the system performs rebuild
operations that use the data stored in the surviving devices
to reconstruct the temporarily lost data, thus maintaining the
initial data redundancy.

A. Redundancy

According to the erasure coded schemes considered, the
user data is divided into blocks (or symbols) of a fixed size
(e.g., sector size of 512 bytes) and complemented with parity
symbols to form codewords. In this article, we consider (l,m)
maximum distance separable (MDS) erasure codes, which are a
mapping from l user data symbols to a set of m (> l) symbols,
called a codeword, in such a way that any subset containing
l of the m symbols of the codeword can be used to decode
(reconstruct, recover) the codeword. The corresponding storage
efficiency, seff, is given by

seff =
l

m
, (1)

such that the amount of user data, U , stored in the system is
given by

U = seff n c =
l n c

m
. (2)

The notation used is summarized in Table I. The parameters are
divided according to whether they are independent or derived,
and are listed in the upper and the lower part of the table,
respectively.

The m symbols of each codeword are stored on m distinct
devices, such that the system can tolerate any r̃ − 1 device
failures, but a number of r̃ device failures may lead to data
loss, with

r̃ = m − l + 1 . (3)

From the preceding, it follows that

1 ≤ l < m and 2 ≤ r̃ ≤ m . (4)

Examples of MDS erasure codes are the following:

Replication: A replication-based system with a replication
factor r can tolerate any loss of up to r − 1 copies of some
data, such that l = 1, m = r and r̃ = r. Also, its storage

efficiency is equal to s
(replication)
eff = 1/r.

RAID-5: A RAID-5 array comprised of N devices uses an

(N − 1, N)-MDS code, such that l = N − 1, m = N and
r̃ = 2. It can therefore tolerate the loss of up to one device,

and its storage efficiency is equal to s
(RAID-5)
eff = (N − 1)/N .

RAID-6: A RAID-6 array comprised of N devices uses an
(N − 2, N)-MDS code, such that l = N − 2, m = N and
r̃ = 3. It can therefore tolerate a loss of up to two devices,

and its storage efficiency is equal to s
(RAID-6)
eff = (N − 2)/N .

Reed–Solomon: It is based on (l,m)-MDS erasure codes.

B. Symmetric Codeword Placement

We consider a placement where each codeword is stored
on m distinct devices with one symbol per device. In a large
storage system, the number of devices, n, is typically much
larger than the codeword length, m. Therefore, there exist
many ways in which a codeword of m symbols can be stored
across a subset of the n devices. For each device in the
system, let its redundancy spread factor k denote the number
of devices over which the codewords stored on that device
are spread [26]. In a symmetric placement scheme, the m− 1
symbols of each codeword corresponding to the data on each
device are equally spread across k − 1 other devices, such
that these devices alltogether form a group of k devices. It
also holds that the m− 2 codeword symbols corresponding to
the codewords shared by any two devices within this group
are equally spread across k − 2 other devices, and so on.
Consequently, all the symbols of each codeword in the system
are contained within such a group, which implies that the
system is effectively comprised of n/k disjoint groups of k
devices. Each group contains an amount U/k of user data, with
the corresponding codewords placed on the corresponding k
devices in a distributed manner. We proceed by considering
the clustered and declustered placement schemes, which are
special cases of symmetric placement schemes for which k is
equal to m and n, respectively.

1) Clustered Placement: In this placement scheme, the n
devices are divided into disjoint sets of m devices, referred
to as clusters. According to the clustered placement, each
codeword is stored across the devices of a particular cluster. In
such a placement scheme, it can be seen that no cluster stores
the redundancies that correspond to data stored on another
cluster. The entire storage system can essentially be modeled
as consisting of n/m independent clusters. In each cluster,
data loss occurs when r̃ devices fail successively before rebuild
operations complete successfully.

2) Declustered Placement: In this placement scheme, all
(

n
m

)

possible ways of placing m symbols across n devices are
equally used to store all the codewords in the system. This is
a symmetric placement scheme, in that for any given device,
the same number of the codeword symbols that correspond to
the codewords on that device are contained in each set of any
other m − 1 devices.

C. Codeword Reconstruction

When storage devices fail, codewords lose some of their
symbols and this leads to a reduction in data redundancy. The
system attempts to maintain its redundancy by reconstructing
the lost codeword symbols using the surviving symbols of the
affected codewords.
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1) Exposure Levels and Amount of Data to Rebuild: At
time t, let Dj(t) be the number of codewords that have lost
j symbols, with 0 ≤ j ≤ r̃. The system is at exposure level e
(0 ≤ e ≤ r̃), where

e = max
Dj(t)>0

j. (5)

In other words, the system is at exposure level e if there are
codewords withm−e symbols left, but there are no codewords
with fewer than m − e symbols left in the system, that is,
De(t) > 0, and Dj(t) = 0 for all j > e. These codewords are
referred to as the most-exposed codewords. Let the number of
most-exposed codewords when entering exposure level e be
denoted by Ce, e = 1, . . . , r̃. At t = 0, Dj(0) = 0 for all
j > 0 and D0(0) is the total number of codewords stored in
the system. Device failures and rebuild processes cause the
values of D1(t), · · · ,Dr̃(t) to change over time, and when a
data loss occurs, Dr̃(t) > 0. Device failures cause transitions
to higher exposure levels, whereas rebuilds cause transitions
to lower ones.

In this article, we will derive the reliability metrics of inter-
est using the direct path approximation, which considers only
transitions from lower to higher exposure levels [14][26][27].
This implies that each exposure level is entered only once.

2) Prioritized or Intelligent Rebuild: At each exposure
level e, the prioritized or intelligent rebuild process attempts
to bring the system back to exposure level e−1 by recovering
one of the e symbols that each of the most-exposed codewords
has lost, that is, by recovering a total number of Ce symbols.
Let Ae denote the amount of data corresponding to the Ce

symbols and let s denote the symbol size. Then, it holds that

Ae = Ce s . (6)

The notation used is summarized in Table II. For an exposure
level e (< r̃), Ae represents the amount of data that needs to
be rebuilt at that exposure level. In particular, upon the first-
device failure, it holds that

A1 = c . (7)

D. Rebuild Process

During the rebuild process, a certain proportion of the
device bandwidth is reserved for data recovery, with b denoting
the actual reserved rebuild bandwidth per device. The rebuild
bandwidth is usually only a fraction of the total bandwidth
available at each device; the remainder is used to serve user
requests. Let us denote by be (≤ b) the rate at which the
amount Ae of data that needs to be rebuilt at exposure level e
is written to selected device(s). In particular, let us denote by
1/µ the time required to read (or write) an amount c of data
from (or to) a device, given by

1

µ
=

c

b
. (8)

E. Failure and Rebuild Time Distributions

In this work, we assume that the lifetimes of the n devices
are independent and identically distributed, with a cumulative
distribution function Fλ(.) and a mean of 1/λ. We further
consider storage devices with failure time distributions that
belong to the large class defined in [14], which includes
real-world distributions, such as Weibull and gamma, as well

TABLE II. NOTATION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS AT EXPOSURE LEVELS

Parameter Definition

e exposure level
Ce number of most-exposed codewords when entering exposure level

e
Re rebuild time at exposure level e
Pe→e+1 transition probability from exposure level e to e + 1
ñe number of devices at exposure level e whose failure causes an

exposure level transition to level e + 1
αe fraction of the rebuild time Re still left when another device fails

causing the exposure level transition e → e + 1
Ve fraction of the most-exposed codewords that have symbols stored

on another of the ñe devices

Ae amount of data corresponding to the Ce symbols (Ae = Ce s)
be rate at which recovered data is written at exposure level e

as exponential distributions. The storage devices are highly
reliable when the ratio of the fixed time 1/µ to read all
contents of a device (which typically is on the order of tens of
hours) to the mean time to failure of a device 1/λ (which is
typically at least on the order of thousands of hours) is small,
that is, when

λ

µ
=

λ c

b
≪ 1 . (9)

According to [14][26], when the cumulative distribution
function Fλ satisfies the condition

µ

∫ 1/µ

0

Fλ(t) dt ≪ 1, with
λ

µ
≪ 1 , (10)

the MTTDL reliability metric of replication-based or erasure
coded storage systems tends to be insensitive to the device
failure distribution, that is, the MTTDL depends only on its
mean 1/λ, but not on its density Fλ(.). In [23], it was shown
that this also holds for the EAFDL metric in the case of
replication-based storage systems, and in this article, we will
show that this is also the case for erasure coded systems.

III. DERIVATION OF MTTDL AND EAFDL

We briefly review the general methodology for deriving the
MTTDL and EAFDL metrics presented in [23]. This method-
ology does not involve any Markov analysis and holds for
general failure time distributions, which can be exponential or
non-exponential, such as the Weibull and gamma distributions.

At any point of time, the system can be thought to be in
one of two modes: normal mode and rebuild mode. During
normal mode, all data in the system has the original amount
of redundancy and there is no active rebuild process. During
rebuild mode, some data in the system has less than the original
amount of redundancy and there is an active rebuild process
that is trying to restore the lost redundancy. A transition from
normal mode to rebuild mode occurs when a device fails;
we refer to the device failure that causes this transition as a
first-device failure. Following a first-device failure, a complex
sequence of rebuild operations and subsequent device failures
may occur, which eventually leads the system either to an
irrecoverable data loss (DL) with probability PDL or back to the
original normal mode by restoring initial redundancy, which
occurs with probability 1 − PDL. The MTTDL is then given
by [23]

MTTDL ≈
1

nλPDL
. (11)
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Let H denote the corresponding amount of data lost condi-
tioned on the fact that a data loss has occurred. The metric
of interest, that is, the Expected Annual Fraction of Data Loss
(EAFDL), is subsequently obtained as the ratio of the expected
amount of data lost to the expected time to data loss normalized
to the amount of user data:

EAFDL =
E(H)

MTTDL · U
, (12)

with the MTTDL expressed in years. Let us also denote by
Q the unconditional amount of data lost upon a first-device
failure. Note that Q is unconditional on the event of a data
loss occurring in that it is equal either to H if the system
suffers a data loss prior to returning to normal operation or to
zero otherwise, that is,

Q =

{

H , if DL

0 , if no DL .
(13)

Therefore, the expected amount of data lost, E(Q), upon a
first-device failure is given by

E(Q) = PDLE(H) . (14)

From (11), (12) and (14), we obtain the EAFDL as follows:

EAFDL ≈
nλE(Q)

U
, (15)

with 1/λ expressed in years.

A. Reliability Analysis

From (11) and (15), it follows that the derivation of the
MTTDL and EAFDL metrics requires the evaluation of the
PDL and E(Q), respectively. These quantities are derived
by considering the direct path approximation [12][13][27],
which, under conditions (9) and (10), accurately assesses the
reliability metrics of interest [14][23].

Next, we present the general outline of the methodology
in more detail.

1) Direct Path to Data Loss: Consider the direct path
of successive transitions from exposure level 1 to r̃. In
[12][13][27], it was shown that PDL can be approximated by
the probability of the direct path to data loss, PDL,direct, that is,

PDL ≈ PDL,direct =
r−1
∏

e=1

Pe→e+1, (16)

where Pe→e+1 denotes the transition probability from exposure
level e to e+1. The above approximation holds when storage
devices are highly reliable, that is, it holds for arbitrary device
failure and rebuild time distributions that satisfy conditions (9)
and (10). In this case, the relative error tends to zero as λ/µ
tends to zero [14].

As the direct path to data loss dominates the effect of all
other possible paths to data loss considered together, it follows
that the amount of data lost H can be approximated by that
corresponding to the direct path:

H ≈ Hdirect . (17)

Also, from (13) and (17) it follows that

Q ≈

{

Hdirect , if DL follows the direct path

0 , otherwise .
(18)

Consequently, to derive the amount of data lost, it suffices to
proceed by considering the H and Q metrics corresponding to
the direct path to data loss.

Note that the amount of data lost, H , is the amount
of user data stored in the most-exposed codewords when
entering exposure level r̃, which can no longer be recovered
and therefore is irrecoverably lost. As the number of these
codewords is equal to Cr̃ and each of these codewords contains
l symbols of user data, it holds that

H = Cr̃ l s
(6)
= l Ar̃ . (19)

2) Amount of Data to Rebuild and Rebuild Times at Each
Exposure Level: We now proceed to derive the conditional
values of the random variables of interest given that the system
goes through this direct path to data loss. Let Re denote the
rebuild times of the most-exposed codewords at each exposure
level in this path, and let αe be the fraction of the rebuild time
Re still left when another device fails causing the exposure
level transition e → e + 1. In [28, Lemma 2], it was shown
that, for highly reliable devices satisfying conditions (9) and
(10), αe is approximately uniformly distributed between zero
and one, that is,

αe ∼ U(0, 1), e = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 . (20)

Let ~α denote the vector (α1, . . . , αr̃−1), ~αe the vector

(α1, . . . , αe), ~Ce the vector (C1, · · · , Ce) and ~Ae the vector
(A1, · · · , Ae). Clearly, for the rebuild schemes considered, the
fraction αe of the rebuild time Re still left also represents the
fraction of the most-exposed codewords not yet recovered upon
the next device failure. Therefore, the number of most-exposed
codewords that are not yet recovered is equal to αe Ce. Clearly,
the fraction Ve of these codewords that have symbols stored on
the newly failed device depends on the codeword placement
scheme. Consequently, the number of most-exposed codewords
when entering exposure level e + 1 is given by

Ce+1 = Ve αe Ce, , e = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 , (21)

and by virtue of (6), the corresponding amount of data that is
not yet rebuilt is given by

Ae+1 = Ve αe Ae, , e = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 , (22)

with Ve depending only on the placement scheme.

Repeatedly applying (22) and using (7) yields

Ae = c

e−1
∏

j=1

Vj αj . (23)

Remark 1: From (23), it follows that the expected amount
of data to be rebuilt at each exposure level does not depend
on the duration of the rebuild times.

At exposure level 1, according to (7), the amount A1 of data
to be recovered is equal to c. Given that this data is recovered
at a rate of b1 and that the time required to write an amount c
of data at a rate of b is equal to 1/µ, it follows that the rebuild
time R1 is given by

R1 =
b

b1
·

1

µ
. (24)
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As the rebuild times are proportional to the amount of data
to be rebuilt and are inversely proportional to the rebuild rates,
it holds that

Re+1

Re
=

Ae+1

Ae
·

be

be+1
, e ≥ 1 . (25)

Using (22), (25) yields

Re+1 = Ve αe
be

be+1
Re , e = 1, . . . , r̃ − 2 , (26)

or

Re = Ge−1 αe−1 Re−1 , e = 2, . . . , r̃ − 1 , (27)

where

Ge ,
be

be+1
Ve , e = 1, . . . , r̃ − 2 . (28)

Repeatedly applying (27) and using (28) yields

Re =
b1

be
R1

e−1
∏

j=1

Vj αj , e = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 . (29)

Let ñe be the number of devices at exposure level e whose
failure before the rebuild of the most-exposed codewords
causes an exposure level transition to level e+1. Subsequently,
the transition probability Pe→e+1 from exposure level e to
e+1 depends on the duration of the corresponding rebuild time
Re and the aggregate failure rate of these ñe highly reliable
devices, and is given by [14]

Pe→e+1 ≈ ñe λRe , for e = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 . (30)

Substituting (29) into (30) yields

Pe→e+1(~αe−1) ≈ ñe λ
b1

be
R1

e−1
∏

j=1

Vj αj . (31)

3) Estimation of PDL: Consider the direct path 1 → 2 →
· · · → r̃ of successive transitions from exposure level 1 to r̃.
For ease of reading, we denote the successive transitions from
exposure level e to r̃ by e → r̃. We first evaluate PDL, the
probability of data loss. From (16), and using the fact that αe

does not depend on R1, α1, · · · , αe−1, it follows that

PDL ≈ P1→r̃ = P1→2P2→r̃ = P1→2Eα1
[P2→r̃(α1)]

= P1→2Eα1
[P2→3(α1)P3→r̃(α1)]

= P1→2Eα1
[P2→3(α1)Eα2|α1

[P3→r̃(α1, α2)]]

= · · ·

= P1→2Eα1
[P2→3(~α1)Eα2

[P3→4(~α2) · · ·

· · · Eαr̃−2
[Pr̃−1→r̃(~αr̃−2)] · · · ]

= E~αr̃−2
[P1→2P2→3(~α1) · · · Pr̃−1→r̃(~αr̃−2)]

= E~αr̃−2

[

r̃−1
∏

e=1

Pe→e+1(~αe−1)

]

= E~αr̃−2
[PDL(~αr̃−2)] ,

(32)

where

PDL(~αr̃−2) ,

r̃−1
∏

e=1

Pe→e+1(~αe−1) , (33)

with
P1→2(~α0) , P1→2 . (34)

Substituting (31) into (33), and using (30) and (34), yields

PDL(~αr̃−2) ≈ (λ b1 R1)
r̃−1

r̃−1
∏

e=1

ñe

be
(Ve αe)

r̃−1−e . (35)

Unconditioning (35) on ~αr̃−2, and given that the elements
of ~αr̃−2 are independent random variables approximately
distributed according to (20) such that E(αk

e) ≈ 1/(k + 1),
(32) yields

PDL ≈ (λ b1 R1)
r̃−1 1

(r̃ − 1)!

r̃−1
∏

e=1

ñe

be
V r̃−1−e

e . (36)

Using (8) and (24), (36) yields

PDL ≈ (λ c)r̃−1 1

(r̃ − 1)!

r̃−1
∏

e=1

ñe

be
V r̃−1−e

e . (37)

4) Estimation of E(Q): We now proceed to evaluate E(Q),
the expected amount of data lost. Considering the direct path
1 → 2 → · · · → r̃ of successive transitions from exposure
level 1 to r̃, it follows from (18) and the fact that αe does not
depend on R1, α1, · · · , αe−1, that

E(Q) ≈ P1→2E(Q|1 → 2)

= P1→2Eα1|R1
[E(Q|α1)]

= P1→2Eα1
[P2→3(α1)E(Q|α1, 2 → 3)]

= P1→2Eα1
[P2→3(α1)Eα2|α1

[E(Q|α1, α2)]]

= · · ·

= P1→2Eα1
[P2→3(~α1)Eα2

[P3→4(~α2) · · ·

· · · Pr̃−1→r̃(~αr̃−2)Eαr̃−1
(Q|~αr̃−1)] · · · ]

= E~αr̃−1
[P1→2P2→3(~α1) · · · Pr̃−1→r̃(~αr̃−2)

E(Q|~αr̃−1)]

(17)(18)
= E~αr̃−1

[(

r̃−1
∏

e=1

Pe→e+1(~αe−1)

)

E(H|~αr̃−1)

]

(33)
= E~αr̃−1

[PDL(~αr̃−2)E(H|~αr̃−1)]
(19)
= E~αr̃−1

[PDL(~αr̃−2)E(l Ar̃|~αr̃−1)]

= E~αr̃−1
[PDL(~αr̃−2) l E(Ar̃|~αr̃−1)]

= E~αr̃−1
[G(~αr̃−1)] , (38)

where

G(~αr̃−1) , l PDL(~αr̃−2) E(Ar̃|~αr̃−1) . (39)

Using (23) and (35), (39) yields

G(~αr̃−1) ≈ l c (λ b1 R1)
r̃−1

r̃−1
∏

e=1

ñe

be
(Ve αe)

r̃−e . (40)

Unconditioning (40) on ~αr̃−1, and given that the elements
of ~αr̃−1 are independent random variables approximately
distributed according to (20) such that E(αk

e) ≈ 1/(k + 1),
(38) yields

E(Q) ≈ l c (λ b1 R1)
r̃−1 1

r̃ !

r̃−1
∏

e=1

ñe

be
V r̃−e

e . (41)

Using (8) and (24), (41) yields

E(Q) ≈ l c (λ c)r̃−1 1

r̃ !

r̃−1
∏

e=1

ñe

be
V r̃−e

e . (42)
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5) Evaluation of E(H): The expected amount E(H) of
data lost conditioned on the fact that a data loss has occurred is
obtained from (14) as the ratio of E(Q) to PDL. Consequently,
using (37) and (42), it follows that

E(H) =
E(Q)

PDL
≈

(

l

r̃

r̃−1
∏

e=1

Ve

)

c . (43)

Remark 2: From (43), it follows that the expected amount
of data lost conditioned on the fact that a data loss has occurred
does not depend on the duration of the rebuild times.

6) Evaluation of MTTDL and EAFDL: Substituting (37)
into (11) yields

MTTDL ≈
1

nλ

(r̃ − 1)!

(λ c)r̃−1

r̃−1
∏

e=1

be

ñe

1

V r̃−1−e
e

. (44)

Substituting (2) and (42) into (15) yields

EAFDL ≈ mλ (λ c)r̃−1 1

r̃ !

r̃−1
∏

e=1

ñe

be
V r̃−e

e . (45)

B. Symmetric Scheme

Here, we consider the case where the redundancy spread
factor k is in the interval m < k ≤ n. As discussed in
Section II-C2, at each exposure level e, the prioritized rebuild
process recovers one of the e symbols that each of the Ce

most-exposed codewords has lost by reading m − r̃ + 1 of
the remaining symbols. Thus, there are Ce symbols to be
recovered in total, which corresponds to an amount Ae of data.
For the symmetric placement discussed in Section II-B, these
symbols are recovered by reading (m − r̃ + 1)Ce symbols,
which corresponds to an amount (m− r̃ +1)Ae of data, from
the k − e surviving devices in the affected group. Note that
these are precisely the devices at exposure level e whose failure
before the rebuild of the most-exposed codewords causes an
exposure level transition to level e + 1. Consequently, it holds
that

ñsyme = k − e . (46)

Furthermore, the recovered symbols are written to the spare
space of these devices in such a way that no symbol is written
to a device in which another symbol corresponding to the same
codeword is already present. Owing to the symmetry of the
symmetric placement, the same amount of data is being read
from each of the ñe devices. Similarly, the same amount of
data is being written to each of the ñe devices. Consequently,
the total read/write rebuild bandwidth b of each device is split
between the reads and the writes, with the read rate being equal
to (m − r̃ + 1) b/(m − r̃ + 2) and the write rate being equal
to b/(m− r̃ + 2). Therefore, the total write bandwidth, which
is also the rebuild rate be, is given by

bsyme =
ñsyme

m − r̃ + 2
b , e = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 . (47)

Once all lost codeword symbols have been recovered, they are
transferred to a new replacement device.

When the system enters exposure level e, the number of
most-exposed codewords that need to be recovered is equal to
Ce, e = 1, . . . , r̃. Upon the next device failure, the expected
number of most-exposed codewords that are not yet recovered

is equal to αe Ce. Owing to the nature of the symmetric
codeword placement, the newly failed device stores codeword
symbols corresponding to only a fraction

V syme =
m − e

k − e
, e = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 . (48)

of these most-exposed, not yet recovered codewords.

Substituting (46), (47) and (48) into (44), (45) and (43),
and using (3) yields

MTTDL
sym

k ≈
1

nλ

[

b

(l + 1)λ c

]m−l

(m − l)!

m−l
∏

e=1

(

k − e

m − e

)m−l−e

, (49)

EAFDL
sym

k ≈ λ

[

(l + 1)λ c

b

]m−l
m

(m − l + 1)!
m−l
∏

e=1

(

m − e

k − e

)m−l+1−e

, (50)

and

E(H)symk ≈

(

l

m − l + 1

m−l
∏

e=1

m − e

k − e

)

c (51)

=
l (m − 1)! (k − m + l − 1)!

(m − l + 1) (k − 1)! (l − 1)!
c . (52)

Note that for a replication-based system, for which m = r
and l = 1, (49) and (50) are in agreement with (42.b) and
(43.b) of [23], respectively.

Remark 3: From (49), (50), and (51), it follows that
MTTDL

sym

k depends on n, but EAFDLsymk and E(H)symk do
not.

Remark 4: From (49), (50), and (51), it follows that, for
m − l = 1, MTTDLsymk does not depend on k, whereas for
m− l > 1, MTTDLsymk is increasing in k. Also, for m− l ≥ 1,
EAFDL

sym

k and E(H)symk are decreasing in k. Consequently,
within the class of symmetric placement schemes considered,
that is, for m < k ≤ n, the MTTDLsymk is maximized and the
EAFDL

sym

k and the E(H)symk are minimized when k = n.

C. Clustered Placement

As discussed in Section II-B1, in the clustered placement
scheme, the n devices are divided into disjoint sets of m
devices, referred to as clusters. According to the clustered
placement, each codeword is stored across the devices of a
particular cluster. At each exposure level e, the rebuild process
recovers one of the e symbols that each of the Ce most-exposed
codewords has lost by reading m − r̃ + 1 of the remaining
symbols. Note that the remaining symbols are stored on the
m − e surviving devices in the affected group. As these are
precisely the devices at exposure level e whose failure before
the rebuild of the most-exposed codewords causes an exposure
level transition to level e + 1, it holds that

ñcluse = m − e . (53)
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The rebuild process in clustered placement recovers the lost
symbols by reading m− r̃ +1 symbols from m− r̃ +1 of the
ñe surviving devices of the affected cluster. The lost symbols
are computed on-the-fly and written to a spare device using
the rebuild bandwidth at a rate of b. Consequently, it holds
that

bcluse = b , e = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 . (54)

When the system enters exposure level e, the number of
most-exposed codewords that need to be recovered is equal to
Ce, e = 1, . . . , r̃. Upon the next device failure, the expected
number of most-exposed codewords that have not yet been
recovered is equal to αe Ce. Clearly, all these codewords have
symbols stored on the newly failed device, which implies that

V cluse = 1 , e = 1, . . . , r̃ − 1 . (55)

Substituting (53), (54) and (55) into (44), (45) and (43),
and using (3) yields

MTTDLclus ≈
1

nλ

(

b

λ c

)m−l
1

(

m−1
l−1

) , (56)

EAFDLclus ≈ λ

(

λ c

b

)m−l(
m

l − 1

)

, (57)

and

E(H)clus =
l

m − l + 1
c . (58)

Note that for a replication-based system, for which m = r
and l = 1, (56), (57) and (58) are in agreement with (42.a),
(43.a) and (39.a) of [23], respectively.

D. Declustered Placement

As discussed in Section II-B, the declustered placement
scheme is a special cases of a symmetric placement scheme
in which k is equal to n. Consequently, for k = n, (49), (50)
and (51) yield

MTTDLdeclus ≈
1

nλ

[

b

(l + 1)λ c

]m−l

(m − l)!

m−l
∏

e=1

(

n − e

m − e

)m−l−e

, (59)

EAFDLdeclus ≈ λ

[

(l + 1)λ c

b

]m−l
m

(m − l + 1)!
m−l
∏

e=1

(

m − e

n − e

)m−l+1−e

, (60)

and

E(H)declus ≈

(

l

m − l + 1

m−l
∏

e=1

m − e

n − e

)

c (61)

=
l (m − 1)! (n − m + l − 1)!

(m − l + 1) (n − 1)! (l − 1)!
c . (62)

Note that for a replication-based system, for which m = r
and l = 1, (59), (60) and (61) are in agreement with (36.b),
(37.b) and (39.b) of [23], respectively.

IV. OPTIMAL PLACEMENT

Here, we identify which of the placement schemes con-
sidered offers the best reliability in terms of the MTTDL,
EAFDL and E(H) metrics. From Remark 4, it follows that
the placement that maximizes MTTDL and minimizes EAFDL
and E(H) is either the clustered (k = m) or the declustered
one (k = n). We therefore proceed by comparing these two
schemes when m < n, or, by also using (4), when

1 ≤ l < m and 1 ≤ m − l < m < n . (63)

A. Maximizing MTTDL

From (56) and (59), it follows that

MTTDLdeclus

MTTDLclus
≈

(

1

l + 1

)m−l

(m − l)!

(

m − 1

l − 1

)

m−l
∏

e=1

(

n − e

m − e

)m−l−e

. (64)

Remark 5: From (64), it follows that the placement that
maximizes MTTDL does not depend on λ, b and c.

Depending on the values of m and l, we consider the
following three cases:

1) m − l = 1: For m − l = 1, (64) yields

MTTDLdeclus

MTTDLclus
≈

m − 1

m
< 1 . (65)

2) m − l = 2: For m − l = 2, (64) yields

MTTDLdeclus

MTTDLclus
≈

(m − 2)(n − 1)

(m − 1)2

{

< 1 for n = m + 1

> 1 for n ≥ m + 2 .
(66)

3) m − l ≥ 3: For m − l ≥ 3, (64) can be written as
follows:

MTTDLdeclus

MTTDLclus
≈

m − 1

l + 1
· · ·

l + 1

l + 1

l

l + 1

n − m + l + 1

l + 1
(

n − m + l + 2

l + 2

)2 m−l−3
∏

e=1

(

n − e

m − e

)m−l−e

.

(67)

Using (63), (67) yields

MTTDLdeclus

MTTDLclus
>

l

l + 1

n − m + l + 1

l + 1

(

n − m + l + 2

l + 2

)2

≥
l

l + 1

l + 2

l + 1

(

l + 3

l + 2

)2

=
l (l + 3)2

(l + 1)2 (l + 2)

=
2[l2 + 2(l − 1) + 1]

(l + 1)2 (l + 2)
+ 1 > 1 . (68)

Remark 6: From the preceding, it follows that the MTTDL
is maximized by the declustered placement scheme, except in
the cases of m − l = 1 and of m − l = 2 with n = m + 1,
where it is maximized by the clustered placement scheme.
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B. Minimizing EAFDL

From (57) and (60), it follows that

EAFDLdeclus

EAFDLclus
≈ (l+1)m−l (l − 1)!

(m − 1)!

m−l
∏

e=1

(

m − e

n − e

)m−l+1−e

.

(69)

Remark 7: From (69), it follows that the placement that
minimizes EAFDL does not depend on λ, b and c.

Depending on the values of m and l, we consider the
following two cases:

1) m − l = 1: For m − l = 1, (69) yields

EAFDLdeclus

EAFDLclus
≈

m

n − 1

{

= 1 for n = m + 1

< 1 for n ≥ m + 2 .
(70)

2) m − l ≥ 2: For m − l ≥ 2, (69) can be written as
follows:

EAFDLdeclus

EAFDLclus
≈

l + 1

m − 1

l + 1

m − 2
· · ·

l + 1

l

l

n − m + l

m−l−1
∏

e=1

(

m − e

n − e

)m−l+1−e

.

(71)

Using (63), (71) yields

EAFDLdeclus

EAFDLclus
<

l + 1

n − m + l
≤

l + 1

(m + 1) − m + l
= 1 .

(72)

Remark 8: From the preceding, it follows that the EAFDL
is minimized by the declustered placement scheme. In partic-
ular, when m − l = 1 and n = m + 1, the clustered and
declustered placement schemes yield the same EAFDL.

C. Minimizing E(H)

From (58) and (61), and using (63), it follows that

E(H)declus

E(H)clus
≈

m−l
∏

e=1

m − e

n − e
< 1 . (73)

Remark 9: From (73), it follows that the declustered place-
ment minimizes E(H) for any λ, b, c.

D. Synopsis

We summarize our findings regarding the reliability offered
by the data placement schemes as follows. Independently of
the device reliability characteristics and mean expressed by
1/λ, the reserved rebuild bandwidth b and the device capacity
c, the declustered placement scheme minimizes the expected
amount of data lost when loss occurs. Also, for m − l =
1, the clustered placement scheme maximizes the MTTDL,
but the declustered placement scheme minimizes the EAFDL.
However, for m− l ≥ 2, and for practical values of n and m,
the declustered placement scheme maximizes the MTTDL and
at the same time minimizes the EAFDL.

V. RELIABILITY COMPARISON

Here, we assess the relative reliability of the declustered
placement, which according to Remarks 6, 8 and 9 is the
optimal one, under various codeword lengths m. We perform a
fair comparison by considering systems with the same amount
of user data, U , stored under the same storage efficiency, seff.
From (2), it follows that the number of devices n is fixed.
Also, from (1) it follows that

m − l = (1 − seff)m = hm , (74)

where h is given by

h , 1 − seff (75)

and is fixed.

Using (74) to substitute l in (59) and (60) yields

MTTDLdeclus ≈
1

nλ

[

b

[(1 − h)m + 1]λ c

]hm

(hm)!

hm
∏

e=1

(

n − e

m − e

)hm−e

, (76)

and

EAFDLdeclus ≈ λ

[

[(1 − h)m + 1]λ c

b

]hm
m

(hm + 1)!
hm
∏

e=1

(

m − e

n − e

)hm+1−e

. (77)

As discussed in Section III-A, the direct-path-
approximation method yields accurate results when the
storage devices are highly reliable, that is, when the ratio λ/µ
of the mean rebuild time 1/µ to the mean time to failure of a
device 1/λ is very small. We proceed by considering systems
for which it holds that λ/µ = λ c/b = 0.001. The combined
effect of the number of devices and the system efficiency on
the λMTTDLdeclus measure is obtained by (76) and shown in
Figure 1 as a function of the codeword length. The values for
the storage efficiency are chosen to be fractions of the form
z/(z + 1), z = 1, . . . , 7, such that the first point of each of
the corresponding curves is associated with the single-parity
(z, z + 1)-erasure code, and the second point of each of the
corresponding curves is associated with the double-parity
(2z, 2z + 2)-erasure code. We observe that the MTTDL
increases as the storage efficiency seff decreases. This is
because, for a given m, decreasing seff implies decreasing l,
which in turn implies increasing the parity symbols m− l and
consequently improving MTTDL.

Let us now consider the single-parity codewords, which
correspond to the first points of the curves. As seff increases,
so do m and l, which results in a decreasing MTTDL for these
codewords. This is due to the fact that as m increases, there
are l data symbols, that is, more data symbols associated with
each parity. This is in accordance with the results presented
in Figure 2 of [26]. We observe that the same applies for
the double-parity codewords, which correspond to the second
points of the curves.

The combined effect of the number of devices and the
system efficiency on the EAFDLdeclus/λ measure is obtained
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Figure 1. MTTDLdeclus vs. codeword length for seff = 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 7/8; λ/µ = 0.001.
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Figure 2. EAFDLdeclus vs. codeword length for seff = 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 7/8; λ/µ = 0.001.
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Figure 3. r∗ vs. number of devices for seff = 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 7/8; λ/µ = 0.001.

by (77) and shown in Figure 2 as a function of the codeword
length. We observe that the EAFDL increases as the storage
efficiency seff increases. Also, as seff increases, the EAFDL
for the single-parity codewords, which correspond to the first
points of the curves, also increases. We observe that the same
applies for the double-parity codewords, which correspond to
the second points of the curves.

We now proceed to identify the optimal codeword length,
m∗, that maximizes the MTTDL or minimizes the EAFDL
for a given storage efficiency. The optimal codeword length
is dictated by two opposing effects on reliability. On the one
hand, large values of m imply that codewords can tolerate

more device failures, but on the other hand result in a higher
exposure degree to failure as each of the codewords is spread
across a large number of devices. In Figures 1 and 2, the
optimal values, m∗, are indicated by the circles, and the
corresponding codeword lengths are indicated by the vertical
dotted lines. We observe that for small values of n, it holds that
m∗ = n, whereas for large values of n it holds that m∗ < n.
By comparing Figures 1 and 2, we deduce that in general the
optimal codeword lengths for MTTDL and EAFDL are similar,
but not identical. Let us define by r∗ the ratio of m∗ to n, that
is

r∗ ,
m∗

n
. (78)
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The r∗ values for various values of the system efficiency and
for the two metrics of interest are shown in Figure 3. From
Figures 3(a) and (b) we deduce that the optimal codeword
lengths for MTTDL and EAFDL are similar, and for some
values of n even identical. It can be proved that as n grows
to infinity, the r∗ values for MTTDL and EAFDL approach
a common value that depends on seff and is roughly equal to
0.6.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We considered the Mean Time to Data Loss (MTTDL)
and the Expected Annual Fraction of Data Loss (EAFDL)
reliability metrics of storage systems using advanced erasure
codes. A methodology was presented for deriving the two
metrics analytically. Closed-form expressions capturing the
effect of various system parameters were obtained for the
symmetric, clustered and declustered data placement schemes.
We established that the declustered placement scheme offers
superior reliability in terms of both metrics. Subsequently,
a thorough comparison of the reliability achieved by the
declustered placement scheme under various codeword con-
figurations was conducted. The results obtained show that the
optimal codeword lengths for MTTDL and EAFDL are similar
and, as the system size grows, approach a common value that
depends only on the storage efficiency.

Extending the methodology developed to derive the reli-
ability of erasure coded systems under arbitrary rebuild time
distributions and in the presence of unrecoverable latent errors
is a subject of further investigation.
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Abstract— A cascading failure is a failure in a system of 

interconnected parts, in which the breakdown of one element 

can lead to the subsequent collapse of the others. Cascading 

effect is quite common in power grids and can also frequently 

occur in computer networks (such as the Internet). In this 

paper, we consider systems composed of components having 

interdependence and cascading effect. For this, based on the 

notion of conditional failure rate, a new bivariate distribution 

for modelling the lifetimes of dependent components is 

constructed. A comparison of systems having 

interdependence and cascading effect with those having 

independent components is also performed. 
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distribution; dependence; load-sharing components; parallel 

system 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Dependent random quantities can frequently be 
encountered in practice and they have been modelled by 
using bivariate distributions. In the literature, various 
specific parametric models for bivariate distributions have 
been suggested and studied [1]-[4]. A good review on the 
modelling of multivariate survival models can be found in 
[5]. An excellent encyclopedic survey of various bivariate 
distributions can be found in [6]. 

In this paper, we propose a new general class of 
dependent distributions, which is different from the previous 
models in [1]-[6]. The structure of this paper is as follows. 
In Section 2, taking into account the physics of failure of 
items and the interrelationship between them, we propose 
and discuss a general methodology for constructing a 
general class of bivariate distributions. In Section 3, based 
on the developed class, we study the lifetimes of systems 
having interdependence and cascading effect. Finally, in 
Section 4, concluding remarks are given. 

 

II. MODELLING BIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION 

Suppose that the system is composed of two components: 
component 1 and component 2 and they start to operate at 

time 0t . The original lifetimes of components 1 and 2, 

when they start to operate, are described by the 

corresponding failure rates )(1 t  and )(2 t , respectively. 

These original lifetimes of components 1 and 2 are denoted 

by 
*

1X  and 
*

2X , respectively, assuming that 
*

1X  and 

*
2X  are stochastically independent.  

Similar to [1]’s model, we consider the practical situation 
when the failure of one component increases the stress of 
the other component, which results in the shortened residual 
lifetime of the remaining component. Under this type of 
dependency, we denote the corresponding eventual lifetimes 

of components 1 and 2 by 1X  and 2X , respectively.  

Define 1)(1  t  ( 1)(2  t ) if component 1 

(component 2) is functioning at time t , whereas 0)(1  t  

( 0)(2  t ) if component 1 (component 2) is at failed state 

at time t . For notational convenience, let 2
~
i  when 1i ; 

whereas 1
~
i  when 2i . Then, we assume the conditional 

failure rate of component i  is given by: 

)0,1)(|( ~ tsstr
ii   

),0,1)(|(
1

lim ~0 tXtssttXtP
t

iiit 


 
 

),(ti 2,1i ,  (1) 

and 

),0)(;0,1)(|( ~~ tsususstr
iii   

|(
1

lim 0 ttXtP
t

it 


 
 

),,0)(;0,1)( ~~ tXtsususs iii
  

)()( tut ii   , ut  , 2,1i ,  (2) 

where 1)( wi , for all 0w , 2,1i .  

In the following discussions, the notations ),( 21 xxS , 

),( 21 xxf  will be used to denote the joint survival function 

and the joint probability density function (pdf) of 1X  and 

2X , respectively. We will now suggest the joint distribution 

of 1X  and 2X  under the assumed model. The proof can be 

found in [7]. 
 

Result 1. Under the conditional failure rate model stated in 

(1)-(2), the joint survival function ),( 21 xxS , for 

210 xx  , is given by: 

),( 21 xxS  
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and ),( 21 xxS , for 120 xx  , can be obtained 

symmetrically by replacing 1x , 2x , )(1  , )(2  , )(1  , 

)(2   in the right-hand side of (3) with respective opposite 

components. The corresponding joint pdf, for 210 xx  , is 

given by: 
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                                                                        ,for 210 xx  , 

and ),( 21 xxf , for 120 xx  , can also be obtained 

symmetrically. 
 

III. SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

In this section, we study the lifetimes of systems when 
the baseline distributions are Weibull (see [7]). Let 

0,)()(
1




ttt i
iiii

 , 2,1i , and 1)(  tt ii  , 

0i , 2,1i . In this case, from Result 1, the joint 

survival function of  ),( 21 xxS   and the joint pdf  ),( 21 xxf  

can be obtained. 
Suppose that the system is a series system. Then, the 

lifetime of the system is },min{},min{
*

2
*

121 XXXXTS  . 

Thus, in this case, the lifetime of a system having 
interdependence components is the same as that of a system 
having independent components. Thus, this case is not 
relevant to the dependence structure of the proposed model. 

We now assume that the system is a parallel system. In 
this case, the lifetime of a system having interdependence 

components is },max{ 21 XXTS  . In order to obtain the 

distribution of ST , define },min{ 211 XXT   and 

},max{ 212 XXT  . Then, the joint pdf of ),( 21 TT , 

),( 21 ttg , is given by: 

),(),(),( 122121 ttfttfttg  , 21 tt  , 

and thus, the pdf of ST  is given by: 


t

T dtttgtf
S

0

11 ),()( , 0t . 

Cleary, the pdf of lifetime of a system having independent 

components can be obtained by setting 0i , 2,1i . The 

graphs of the survival functions of the system having 

interdependence components when 5.0i , 3i , 

2i , 2,1i , and the system having independent 

components are given in Figure 1. 
 

 

Figure 1. The survival functions. 
 

As can be seen from Figure 1, the survival function for the 

interdependent case is smaller than that for the independent 

case. For brevity, we have just considered two simple cases 

(series and parallel systems).  More complex cases could be 

considered in similar ways. 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

There have been studies on real systems with several 
interdependent components and with propagated and 
cascading effects (see, e.g., Mo et al. [8] and Bobbio et al. 

[9]). In this paper, a general methodology for constructing 
new general classes of bivariate distributions has been 
suggested. Based on the proposed class, the lifetimes of 
systems having interdependence and cascading effect have 
been studied. Based on the developed class, numerous 
bivariate distributions can further be generated and new 
issues on the estimation and testing of the model parameters 
should be discussed in the future studies. In this paper, our 
discussions are mainly focused on generating bivariate 
models. However, a similar approach could be applied to 
generate a new class of multivariate distributions. More 
detailed discussion on this issue is also given in Lee and 
Cha [7]. 
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